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DEVIN Mn.w/DJUv Ei.,r~i.1n.. •
Shinho Yoon (leh) and Kangsoon Lee, parents ol slain iarmer SIU student Won·Joan Yoon, grieve during a memorial service lor Yoon
Tuesday al the Walnut Street Baptist Church, 218 W. Walnut St. Yoon was shot and killed outside a Korean United Methodist Church
in Bloomington, Ind., by white supremacist Benjamin Smith.

Mourners celebrate life of victhn
c•·•rch in Bloomington, Ind., in a string
of racist attacks by white supremacist
Benjamin Smith.
Smith, 21, was a former member of
As the voices of innocent children
echoed through the church. more than the World Church of the Creator, a hate
150 mourners of all races, ages and group based in Ea.st Peoria and led by SIU
nationalities gathered to celebrate the life School of Law alumnus, Man Hale.
Smith allegedly killed two men and
of Won-Joon Yoon and grieve at the hate
committed against the late SIUC wounded seven others in a shooting spree
Fourth of July weekend, later taking his
graduate.
A memorial service for Yoon took own life after fleeing police in a stolen
place at 6 p.m. Tuesday at the Walnut vehicle the same night Yoon was murStreet Baptist Chtirch, 218 W. Walnut St. den:d.
Yoon graduated from SIUC in May
Yoon·s parents, in addition to friends and
community memhcrs, attended the ser- with a bachelor's in aviation management.
He had just enrolled in Indiana
vice.
Yoon's parents had just returned from University as a doctoral student. ·
Before making his transition to
a memorial service Monday in•
Bloomington, Ind., where more than Indiana University, Yoon was a active
2,000 people including U.S. Attorney member of the SIUC Korean Students
General Janet Reno and Benjamin Association and the Korean congregation
Johnson, a representative of President of the Walnut Street Baptist Church, 218
Clinton, gathered in Yoon's honor.
W. Walnut St.
Yoon, 26, was gunned down July 4
1l1e congregation joined voices to sing
outside the Korean United Methodist "Jesus is All The World to Me," a theme

ANNA BETH TRAYNOR
DAILY EGYITJAN REl'ORTER

that was apparent in Yoon's everyday
walk.
Irma Bingham, a close friend of Yoon,
quoted Galatians 3:28 to express her feelings of the situation surrounding Yoon.
''There is neither Jew nor Greek, there
is neither slave nor free man, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one
in Christ Jesus," quoted Bingham.
The verse that was the theme of the
service was also the theme ofYoon's life.
"Won-Joon Yoon truly believed that
all people are one in Christ," Bingham
said. "He was a Christian who believed
that love was stronger than hate."
Through sorrow, Bingham expressed
true regret about the boy she said was like
a son to her.
"It was an American who destroyed
your son," Bingham admonished. "But
there are many others that loved your
son."
SEE

CEREMONY,
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A Marion attorney has filed to dismiss former SIUC Chancellor Jo Ann Argersinger's
two lawsuits against the SIU Board of
Trustees and President Ted Sanders because
the ccmplaints were not filed in the correct
court.
James Bleyer, an attorney for the
University, said the Illinois Court of Claims
should have exclusive jurisdiction of the suit.
In the motion filed
Monday, he argues Gus Bode
the board is an
agency of the state,
and
complaints
against the board
should not be filed in
the
Williamson
County
Circuit
Coun. ·
Bleyer, who said
he ha!> been representing
the
University on different matters for nearGus says:
ly 40 years, woulcl
not comment on the
Argersinger's
litigation
and
vision probably
deflected questions
didn't include this
to Jack Dyer, execulegal snafu!
tive assistant to
Sanders.
Dyer,
speaking on behalf
of the University, said he believes the motion to dismiss would be followed through efficiently.
"It would be inappropriate for us to comment on this while it is in litigation," Dyer
said. "But we believe that our position will be
upheld in the court~."
Ronald E. Osman, Argersinger's attorney,
has said he filed the complaints against the
board and Sanders in William:;o:i County
because his office is in Williamson County. In
the suits, Osman stated the board maintains
an office in Carterville. Osman, who will be
out of his Marion office until July 19, his secretary said, also said he files all his lawsuits in
Williamson County when he can.
Oshian has pointed to Glenn Poshard as a
reason for Argersinger's termination but did
not mention Poshard in the suits because he
said it was not part of her contract action.
SEE DISMISSAL, PAGE
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Parents of slain alumnus express grief, appreciation at press con£erence
RHONDA SCIARRA
STUDENT AFFAIRS EDITOR

The parents of SIUC graduate Won-Joon
Yoon, gunned down two weeks ago in a series
of racist attacks, expressed their heartfelt
appreciation to the SIUC communi:y at a
somber press conference Tuesday.
Members of Sll..'C facqlty gathered along
with family and friends of Yoon to remember
the man whc.- loved everything about this
University, the surrounding beautiful campus
and friendly atmosphere.
Yoon was shot in the back two weekends

ago outside the Korean United Methodist
Church in Bloomington, Ind., where he was a
doctoral student at Indiana University.
Yoon graduated in May from SIUC with a
degree in aviation management. He was
active within the Korean Student Association
and the Korean congregation at the Walnut
Street Baptist Church, 218 W. Walnut St.,
where a memorial service was held Tuesday
night.
Friends of Yoon donned white ribbons, and
flowers adorned a memorial dedicated to him
on display in the Student Center this past
week.

Shinho Yoon, father of Won-Joon, spoke
through a translator as he addressed ·the
University community about the loss of his
only son.
·
"We have been attending many memorial
services, but your special heartfelt compassion for us is fully appreciated," he said. "Not
only an emotional feeling but also scholarly
achievement of this great University - these
result in such a beautiful welcoming gesture."
Kang-Soon, Won-Joon's mother, said her
son's phone conversations about his pride and
love of SIUC added to her happiness to share
her son's memory with the University.

Interim Chancellor John Jackson presented
the family of Won-Joon with an honorary
degree from the University Tuesday morning,
and vice chancellor for Student Affairs
Harvey Welch addressed the tragic loss of this
campus.
"His behavior as an international student
was the epitome of that for which we strive,"
Welch said. "He gave much to this community, and we are better as a result of his life."
Shinho expressed his gratitude to Jackson
SEE

TRAGEDY,

PAGE
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Calendar
TODAY:
Portly cloudy
High: 91

Low: 60

THURSDAY:
Portly cloudy
High: 92

Low: 66

FRlbAY:
Portly cloud/
High: 94

Low: 69

SATURDAY:
Portly cloudy
High: 92

Low: 69

SUNDAY:
Thunderstorms
High: 91

Low: 71

News

Almanac

rUC-r.~..,an.1~rltiwfVfflt.tlJthtNfT'll!an..!flh,.1N"cldvrr"'flklhtunini:thr
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7 p.m., 1317 Meoda,.brook

TODAY

UPCOmlNG

• Library Affairs ln!roduction lo
Cautruding Web Pages
(HTML), 100.m. to 12 noon,
Monis library 103D,
453-2818.

• library Affa~s E-mail using·
Eudora, July 15, 10 to 11 o.m.,
Morris library 103D,
453·2818.

• Lbmry Affairs New llli'lel
On·line, 2 lo 3 p.m., Morris
library 103D, 453-2818.

Ln. ConlodKoro351·7516.

:~n~ttt~:J'i:'ri~

Chrisbpher Allen, July 15, noon
to 1 p.m., Univenity Muse-,m
Sailptur~ Gorden, Na1I, End of
Foner Holl. In cme of rain, 11,e
!!Vent wifi be held imide !he
University Museum. Free
admission. Contact Lori
453·5388. ·

• Library Affoi.-s ln!roduction lo
11,o WWW using Nekcope, Jul/
20, 101011 a_.m.,Monis
library 1030, 453-2818.

• Women's Semces·presents
Project Mask; ,f you ore c sur-

mor of sexual asSOtJlt or a!Me,

child sexual abuse, domestic ·
violence er mari1ol rope,
W:-men's Seivices encourages
you 1o participate in a S("ries of
maik-makij warkshoos. Each
• Soulhem Illinois Urban
afternoon is imited lo ~ particFishing Program isofferi~free
ipants and pre-registra6on is
• library J..ifoin lniermediate
fishi'j; dinics, June 7 lo Ju 30, · Web Page Ccmtniction (HTML), . required,. e,ery Tues., 1 lo 3:30
two inics each day-Mai.
p.m., Wooat Holl, Room A·
July 15, 2 lo 4 p.m., Manis •
11,ru Fri., 9 to 11:300.m. and 1 library 103D, 453·2818.
302. Coll ¼omen's Seivices at
1o 3:30 p.m. All fishing rods,
453-3655.
reels, bciit and equipment pro• Library Affairs Powen'oint,
• Library Affairs Pa,,,erl'oint,
July 16, 2 to 3:15 p.m., Manis
vided. dinics for kids, parents,
July21, 10to11:15o.m.;
f.jbrary 1030, 453·2818.
senicn and o!her in!ernsted
Morris library 103D,
3roups. Fer reservo6ons ond
453-2818.
inbmotion call 618·.453·6091. • School of the Pr:,phets is
offeringofree~on
• Library Affairs lnterme-liote
BosicsofOrgonicGo ening
• SIUC Museu~resents the ·
. Web Page Con$1nidion (HTML),
withWayno Weiser-,an, July
WA Summer ibits. The
July 21, 2 to 4 p.m., Morris
18, 3 lo S p.m., Sufi Pork
showing will include summer
library 1030, 453·2818.
Gorden, 510 N. Springer.
exhibits feorured in various
Conloct Todd 529-5044.
media by wdents grodua6ng ·
• Un~Museum presents
w:11, a Moster of Fine Arts
"Music in Gorden• feoruring
•·•,'ileet Ma in SL l.ouis•-A
degree, showing un6l Aug. 7.
Heartwonning Musical, July 16, ~ r Jones, ohemolive
Free admission.
·
, July 22, noon to 1 p.m.,
17, 22, 23, 24, 8.00 p.m., July ·
25, 2:00 p.m., children and stu- · University Museum Sculpluro
dents $6, seniors $10, adults
Gorden, N0!1h End of Foner
· $12,Mcl.l'Odlheoter,
Holl. In case of rain, the event
selection of art and artifacts
Coornunica6au Bldg. eon r.ie
wiD be held inside the University .
Iron, the Museum's ccllection by
box office ot 453-3001.
Museum. free admission.
memben of 1he Museum's
library Affairs PraOuesl Direct, Conrod loci 453·5388.
~.M~':f~=ng until July July 19, 2 to 3 p.m., Morris
• Library Affairs ln!roduction to
library 103D,
Constructing Web Pages .
• SIUC Museum presents the . 453-2818.
(HTML), July 22, 1 to 3 p.m.,
metol work of ~PY Wolf and
· • tnterVorsity Christion
Richard Slone, showing unh1
Manis library 103D,
· Fellowship Bible Study, July 20,
July 24. Free admission.
453·2818.
• SlU Soiling dub ~~; 8
p.m., Student Cenler illinois
Room. Contod Shelley ·
529-0993.

THIS WEEf{ IN 199'1:
• Barbara Crandall·Stoder, on SIUC profes•.ar of
plant and biology, was elected president .-,f the ·
American Bryological and lichenological Society, on
inlernotionol orgoniza6on with moro t!ion AOO men,bers. The society, which is the largest in its field in the
world, allows for idea exchanges between members
and publishes works of scien6sts wro research moss·
cs, live,wc,rts and tichens.
_
• Howard Ncmerav, the Former poet I011reate of the
United Siotes died of cancer nt his home i11 suburban
St. lcuis. Nemera, was oppoink.<l lo the post of poet
laureate in Mat 1988 ond was reappointed the next
year. He was the ll,ird poet lo ldd the past, on advi·
so.;- and lo~honorary position that previously
~i~d by
Penn Warren ~ Richard

Edi1or-in<hief:Jaywn.Bolinsld
Ad Monoger: Nancy Oliveri
Clas~fiecl: Rolanda Mcelinton
.Business: Chet fritz
Ad Production: Birg~ Wheeler
General Manager. Robert Jaross
foa,&y Monag;ng Edaor: lances~
Display Ad 0iroc1or. Shem l("Jllon
Clouifiecl Ad Manager: Jm-, 8'nh
Productlcn Maroger: Ed Delmasl:o
h:a,.,nt Teel, DI: Debra Clay
Microccmpuler Specio~,t Kellylh<.mas

Offica Syilelns Aui,10nt: HollyTanqwry

=~:!"w~·tsa .

·Corrections
•In T~ays ortide "High lime for a Makeover,"
Horry Wirih's name was mhspelled.

The DAILY EGYPllAN regrets 11,e error.

Stock Up And Save This Wtttek At Schnucks!
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SUPER SODA
12 pack-12 oz. cansRegular or diet cola,
Dr. Phlzz or Supfr Up

Pop•Secret

MICROWAVE
POPCORN

Reg. $2.59-3 ct. pkg.All varieties
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IOpen 2.4 Hours I

www.schnucks.com for special money-saving offers available only on Express Connection orders!

All double coupons apply to maqufactum coupcns valued at SJ~ or llss. For more details, check In store. We r~rve the right to limit quantities.
•
Prices good thru M 17, 1999 at our Carbondale, IL store frlf, located at 91 SW. Main.
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Analysis of

AUSTIN. TEXAS
Substance abuse may lead
to gun ownership

underway

College students with serious problems linked to alcohol a1e more likely
.to own a handgun at school than those
students whose drinking habits are
\lnder control, according a study recently-released by the Harvard University
School of Public Health.
The study, based on a survey of
more than 150,00 students from 130
four-year institutions nationwide, found
that 3.5 percent of students have a gun
at school.
That figure rose to 6.8 percent
among students who reported drinking
heavily, driving while impaired, damaging property while intoxicated or
injuring themselves in alcohol-related
fights or accidents.
Researchers called the connection
between gun possession and alcohol
abuse troublesome and also noted that
the association remained constant even
after factors such as gender, race, resi. dential region and membership in a
Greek organization were taken into
consideration.
The Harvard study concluded that
the profile of an average college-age
gun owner looks a lot like tlmt of tl:e
average American gun owner: wr.ite
men living in the South or West.
Only LS percent of women reported
owning a gun in college, while 6.4 percent of men did.
Researchers also found that white
students were more likely to have a
gun on campus than Asian-American or
African-American students.

RHClNDA SCIARRA
ACADEMIC An-AIRS EDITOR

SEE
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Nation

Select2000
provisions

The requirements and regulations outli11ed by s~Iect 2000 are
currently under scrutiny by
members of a task force
designed to evaluate the twoyear pilot program targeted at
improving fraternity and sorority life at sruc.
The task force, headed by
interim Provost Tom Guernsey,
was implemented by former
Chancellor Jo 'Ann Aigersinger
arid has received the go ahead to
continue by interim Chancellor
John Jackson.
Select 2000, a program
developed by the National
Interfrnternity
Conference,
l"!qtiires greek organizations to
fo.~us on academic- and service
aspects of greek life. The program also encourages members
of greek oiganlzations to avoid
alcohol.
Inter-Greek .
Council
President Brienne Cichella said
when· me.mbers of the Select
2000 task force met in June: they
devised a plan for ways to examine the program;
"We discussed the way we
are going to go through and look
at each point of Select 2000,
which points have to be c!Janged
or if these points needed to be
changed at all," she said. ·
Cichella, a junior in speech
communications
from
Rockford, said currently, members of the task force are in con- ..
tact with other universities and
national greek organizations.
..We are doing research and
looking at Select 2000 at other
universities - what works for

14, 1999

BOULDER. COLO.
M1NGS211 Yu/Daill' Ei.'ll'fian

MARKET OF FLEAS: Kim Short, on employee of Secretory Philosophy, and his
daughter, Kara, discuss jewelry al a Hea market in Cobden Sa.turday.
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No ~onfidence withdrawn by_Faculty Senate
AALJP investigation postponed.

Yen said this act by the board,
coupled with the immediate
- ·
resumption of all searches, indiThe Faculty Senate defeated a cutes to him that the board is try- TIM CHAMBERLAIN
and, so~etimes, a letter from the
resolution Tuesday calling for an ing to work with everyone.
GO\'ERNMENT EDITOR
AAUP does carry some weight."
expression of no confidence in
"We will look for additional
·
·
The governance committee
A Faculty Senate resolution of the senate is charged witl1 colthe SIU Board of Trustees, large- signs of adjustment," .Yen said.
ly because some think, tliey can "But, on the other hand, if one passed last month asking for an lecting the information requested
"still work with the current board. side i~ moving closer to you, you investigation
into
alleged by the AAUP.
The resolution was defeated don't want' to get away from University violations of shared
Lenore Langsdorf, chair15 tc. 10 at Tuesday's senate that"
governance pri nciples appears to woman of the governance commeeting, with two
Joan Friedenberg,
~~tei':ri:!if~~ mittee, said she had been out of
0
voters abstaining.
_ _ _ _ _ _ facu)ty ~i:nator and is needed.
town when the resolution was
M
Yen ' ' •
member of the execupassed, and the committee is not
ti~e board; voted in
In a resolution passed at its scheduled to meet this summer.
Faculi:;
Senat~
favor the resolution June meeting, th e Fac!llty Senate
She said the information
~;:~~;r;J;e
andsaidshecouldnot ~3!~c!n resott!~~i~~:g
would be collected when the
try
understand why the
•
•
committee
reconvenes at the end
tioil, saying •Jiat:
'There is still a
·
•
measure was. defeat- Umverstty Professors to co nd uct of August. I..angsdorf also did
window of oppored.
.
an investigation into whether the not know what types of informa~
"It seems_ li_ke every- University violated AAUP lion theAAUP wanted.
. th
tunity to . work
tO
] .
guidelines.
one_ 1m e_senate. IS
According to the resolution,
~•1 think Max Yen musl have
together with the
IS
agm!]St pi~ Board of the firing of Jo Ann Argersinger just received::the letter t~ay,
· board. We feel
like, perhaps fromTrus~ees,_: but there . as chancellor and the hiring of because he dian't mention it in
was ·•·- disagreement interim c,ancellor John Jackson · [Monday's] · executive board
now on, we'll be J ·
listening more, and
- JoAN FRIEDENBERG ab_out· the s~tegy," • were done in' violation· of AAUP· meeting," I..angsdorf said._"! still
they'll be listening
FALJUY SENA10R ;"C?en_berg smd. .
, . guidelines that sruc had agreed, don't have a copy ofit yet."
'This . vote _to~ay . to follow. . .
Another resolution passeJ at
to us more."
Kay Carr, pre.
sends a message to
Faculty Senate President the June senate meeting asked
sent in place of another senator, the Board of Trustees that th,ey Max Yen exp:ained that he had for the formation of a committee
said'she only noticed one change can do whatever .~ey want with recently received a Jetter from to investigate the fEaSibility of
in the board's attitude at their last no co!1sequenccl. ;
.
th!! AA UP in response to the dissolving the SIU system.
meeting.
Fnedenberg smd she suppons investigation request
. . · -: ·
·-The governance committee
'The only thing I saw was that no! only the no_confidem:e reso- .: : !'[The AAUP] wciuld'.like us ·wilfbe involved inselectingsenthey solicited questions from the lutmn, but believes the senate to - collect.:·more . information ators to serve on the committee
floor," Carr said;
should use any means possible to about the incidents. so that they cclled for in the resolution.
write a• letter. more intelligently .
Langsdorf said her commitAt last Thursday's meeting, send a messag~ to th~ bo_ard. .
the board·: asked for questions · · She advocates everythmg expressing their concerns to tee ...will' be_ communicating
from not only the constituent
President Sanderr, atid the Board through e-111\\il to Jiscuss and
heads, as is the usual practice, but
of Trustees." Yen said. 'That's suggest names _so the new comfrom the genc;ral floor as well.
SEE FACULTY, PAGE 6 the extent of what they can ~o, · mittee will be ready in the fall.
TIM CHAMBERLAIN
GOVERNMENT EDITOR

~U:/~~JfJ

I've always
:S~\:~. you
thought that
as
many strategies
as you can
l".h
accomp
vour goals.

~~

Student reporter arrested
on site of demonstratior.
A reporter for the Colorado Daily,
the student newspaper of the University
of Colorado at Boulder, spent five
hours in jail after federal authorities
arrested him for refusing to leave the
scene of an environmental demonstration ..
Student reporter !Han Hansen said
he'll fight the misdemeanor charge of
violating a federal closure order that is
::xpected to be filerl against him at his
formal arraignment July 20.
Hansen was· arrested early July 6
after he allegedly disobeyed orders to
leave an area where the U.S. Forest
Service was trying to tear down a
blockade set up by environmental
a~tivists protesting the expansion of a
ski resort area that they say would harm
the local lynx population.
Hansen maintains that service agents
overstepped their boundaries and violated his First Amendment rights when
tl1ey ordered him and two other journalists to leave the scene of the protest and
wait in an area more than a mile away
from it.
"How was I supposed to report the
news from the bottom of the mountain?" Hansen asked the Colorado·
Daily.
Forest service officials said they
gave Hansen and the·othe·r journalists a
map of the area and asked them to
observe from a ridge about 175 feet
away from the protc:;t.
When the journalists refused to go to
the ridge, officers said they arrested
them.
Hansen and the other journalists
insist that, despite asking officers
numerous times, they were never
instructed to go to a nearby ridge.
Hansen's attorney said he's hoping a
federal judge will dismiss the case.
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Uncomfortable media topic~ shouldn't be overlooked
From spring 1997 issues of the
DAILY EGYPTIAN:
•

ulterior motit-e, the editors tried· w hide petition calling for Univc·rsity" con~
L-ehind a story of 'educating tlie students, trol of the DAILY EGYPTIAN because
beingfair, objectii>e, balanced .• !"
of its irresponsible reporting.
-guesr"columnist .
Most of the people we heard

"I'm sure readers can be. amply
infaimed about the [\Vorld Church of the
Creator's] futile attempt ro cleanse the
whire race and obliviate the colored races
wit/wm [TI-IE DAILY EGYmAN] reprinting
their commandments and granting them
two
pages
ro
further
their
nowriety•.• Unless you consciously choose
w plug this mxanii:ation, ) 011 need not
inform 115 any further."
- administration of justice student
0

TheDA1u·
EmTTIAN, the
su,deru-run
newspaper of
SIUC, is committed
w being a trusted
source of news,
infcmnarion,
commentary and
public discourse,
while helping
readers undersrand
the issues affecting
their lives.

1u11/!l1'lm
F.-Oiturial Board
Ja,attBo!inslJ
fl;:o,.i,,.CfJ,f

DninMill,,.
Mana,.-i,,gEdiw,-

SJ,am,G!atvu,f.,,
N~'S&Lu,,,

JoshSansm
Ot>,Clu,f
D.n~Fnn:m:i
h:,J,m;,:AffainEJiwr

TtmO=nb<Tlain
PoluioEdi""

"By gilling /Matt Hale] tliat ryp.! of
-overage 1 the DAILY EGYPTIAN provides ·
with asounding board he never would
ho.ve had. \l:'hy do you think newspapers
don't prim articles on Klan rallies or nazi
marches anymarel They have realized this
is free publicity for thesegrOllfJs, This helps
them ,nore in .L,__ ¥~-.:--.t .L_ L ··1·• .
=•~•-u•=" u1U1iuu.>
ness cards stw:k
in po,h machine.•," •
,,
__ ,__
S. L .. 10·'La
wsu=u
J

him

- =

"The front-page placement of the
World Church of the Creawr story, as
well as the (lack of) placement of positive
Black History Month events only goes w
prove my point. As students andfac11It:y of
African descent, wend ro come w the
hmsh realization tliat the DE, as well as
mo;t American instirmions (including ~ .
Ur.iversity), don't ho.ve our be.st inc.....,.ests
at heart."

.

- radio/television student

"The [DAILY EGYPTIAN's] continued
coverage of [Mau Hale}'demonstrares to
me thht someone on the editorial board
shares [Hale's] racist sentiments. In what
.,,seemed w be an auempt ro disguise this

Creator two years ago as the
Chicago Tribune, CNN, the New
York Ti.mes and other national .
media have been in publishingsim•
· from expected the EGYPTIAN to Har stories since the deadly Fourth
"I trunk the students at this school and ign~re Hale's presence on this cam- of July weekend.
The only difference . is the
the members of the Carbondale communi• pus, allowing him to operate silent•
ty desenie better from the University ly. They hoped the' man and· his EGYPTIAN didn't wait for a bloody
"church" would simply go away.
killing spree to· occur in
newspaper."
Well, he didn't go away.
Carbondale. Upon · learning of
-cinema and photography student
Where arc all· those folks who Hale's presence in Carbondale, the
were~· so quick to criticize i:he EGYPTIAN investigated him and his
These are c..xccrpts from letters EGYPTIAN back in 1997? Could it hate group, infomied the public of
re.:eived by the DAIIN EGYPTIAN be that it took a former member of his activities iri Carbondale, and
following a Feb. 17• 1997• special the World.Church of the Creator quite feasibly brought .about the ·
report about Matt Hale and th e going on a deadly shooting spree. to sharp decline in the number· of
Worl~ ~hu;ch of th e Creat1;r:
make people realize how dangerous group's members in Carbondale;
• A~ tne time, H~le and htS orga• Hale and his followers really are?
Hale says there. are about a
nd
mzatton. were m Car~o ale Perhaps· people now understand dozen members . of the World
actively recruiting members to the the EGYPTIAN's motives.
Church of the Creator ·still_ opcrats
hate ~up and spouting their racist
Benjamin Smith's shooting ram- ing in. Carbondale. Shpuldn't the
rhetonc. ,
.
th fro
pagc,avictimofwhichwasanSIU media be encouraged to keep_an
.·After_ .1.:
u1e story f?11 on e
nt
f th Ea
d
f alumnus, drives home one very eye on these members and their
page o
e . YPTIAN, roves o
ik
·
C bo. d l w, ldn'
readers questioned the newspa~r's ·. important point: people l' ·e Malt activ1ties in · ar n e? wou
t
motives in printing the nory, Hale and organizations like his you rather know what Hale and his
claiming. the EGYPTIAN was not should be in the spotlight as much cronies are up to at all times; than·
informing the public of anything as possible, ~lowing everyone to to fmd out one day they're passing
new, but merely providing a plat• . keep track of such racist organiza- out racist literature to your fiunily
form for Hale's racist discourse.
tions and.know what they're up· to and friends? Oi: would you rather
Other local media
doing at all times.
we· continue to ignore Hale and
theirownstories---,,.notaboutHale
DAIIY EGYPTIAN·• editors from ·others like himi
and the World Church of the 1997 should derive a gt"(;llt deal• of .
Instead of berating newspapers
Creator, but about the EGYPTIAN· satisfaction ·in knowing they were • for reporting on controversial topand its purpose in publishing such a the frrst media to investigate Hale's ics that may make people feel
controversial 'story on the. front racist
operations · in
the uncomfortable, the media should
page of the paper.
Carbondale area, making students be applat1ded · for placing a· large,
EGYPTIAN editors of the time and residents of the city. aware· of unwavering spotlight on groups
were lectured by University offi- what was going on in their own like the WorJ.-l Church of the
cials about the meaning of the First backyards.
Creator,· exposing their operations
Amendment and
Univers_ity
These editors were just as justi- to the''p_ublic and making it more
image.
fled in publishing a story about difficul~for them to infest our com•
And SIU fuculty circulated a Hale arid the ~orld Church of the munitics .
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The day the laughter died; or at .least slipped into. a. co1na
I miss the real comedians, the old ·
school. Today's comedian is Jerry
Seinfeld; or Chris Rock....,.. people
who make us laugh (or not) by perusing evcryda:, life and picking out the
big things and the little things, all the
things, really, that drive us crazy or
make us laugh.
Today's a::ceptable stand-up is
sometimes crazy, sometimes fluffy,
sometimes whiny, sometimes angry.
Today's stand-up comedian is a sitcom waiting to happen.
Lenny Bruce. Richard Pryor. Sam
Kineson. Denis Leary. George Carlin.
Gallagher. Andrew "Dice" Clay.
These are the pioneers of real comedy, comedy that isn't nece.~sarily
about laughte1, but about understanding life and The Way Things Are.
Luck-y for us, some of these meu
are still performing today.
Unfortunately for us, some of these
men are dead. Each had a style that
was all their own, but if you look
closely, you can sec the echoes of
their influence in the younger comedians of today.
If you don't recognize Lenny
Bruce's name, you should. He died
for our sins. Lenn'. was the first to
use profanity in. his acL What is
sometimes forgotten is the fact that

Mary McGfasson
Laolc What You Did
appears Wed.....days.

IAary is~ junior in
literclure and creative
writing. His opinion
• does not nece=rily
n, ~ed ll,at al the DAILY
, &,mw,,.

he wru. also one of the most socially
aware comedians to ever grab a mike
and go BOOM! He was one ofthbse
rare people who talk truth, and he
was sent to jail for it.
This column is too short to allow
me to elaborate on this man; even if
it weren!t, my words are inadequate.
Several documentaries have been
made on his life and comedy, as
· well as a film, "Lenny," which stars
Dustin Hoffman. Of course, his
comedy is still available on the
recording style of ycmr choice:
vinyl, CD, etc. Che.:k it out. It's
worth it.
. . There had never been a comedian
like Richard Pry.or before he came
along, but since, we've seen one
th?usand and one pale ·imitations. ·

Eddie Murphy, Chris Rock, Eddie
eternal l.'!!!11ement at the modern
Griffin; Damon Wayans - all talentworld, is both hilarious and thought
provoking.
ed comedians, but all·owe their style
to Richard.
On tl1e othe~ side of the spec- .·
There was alrn Sam Kiileson, the
'trum; dov;>n the alley just a, bit,
fonner minister who· carved a career
stands Denis Leary, kicking small,
out ofscrearning at the world, a man
furry mammals. You must love a
who once claimed the Ethiopians
man who has proclaimed himself the
were ~tarving siinply because they
Pontiff of the Lapsed Catholic
Jived in a place where th~-re was no
Church, of whjch your humble
food.
columnist is a reluctant member.
And no one can mention anger
Denis is pissed off at technology,
and misogyny witho:1t uttering two
mid new flavors of coffee. and the
words: The Diceman. Andrew "Dice" world; and you; and it can all be ;
Clay will forever be remembered,
summed up in one question:
·'
and hated; for his en~less riffing on
• www.whatthe~ck.com?
women and sex. And; of course, his
So
here's
to
these
men,
whom
life
Nursery Rhymes.
has driven crazy so that we don't .
George Carlin. The wordsmith. A
have
to
be:
to
Sam,
and
Gallagher,
man.who made a 15-minute routine
out of two words: "sh*t" and ."stuff."· and George; and Denis. And here's
t:; Rich~d, who lay hjs own persons
George is one of the most original
al sorrows down on :he.stage and
comedians still working today, still ·
made us laugh. And course, we
grumbling about America and the ·
lift our mugs to Dice and Lenny .
English language, still throwing
who
were spit oil because they . ,
everything b~ntly in our faces, as
wcren 't afraid to piss people off and
opposed to Gallagher, who litc;rally .
make them thi:lt. Salute! They may
threw everything in the faces of the
have made bad movies, but not one
people, at least those people in the ·
first five rows.
of them dirtied themselves with a ..
Bu! the G~!Jlan was1f t just about
bad sitc;om. Except the Diceman; ·:·
the Sledg\:-o-matic anfl watennelons
and ii·was just that one time.
_,=his S\lllld-up; flavored;with,'60s
Thought for tho.Day: 'IJ_tink up one
environmentalism and a flowerchild's of your own. You can.
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INl'ationwide manhunt end's in surrender
TIM CHAMBERLAIN
00\IER.\lMENT EDITOR

Rafael Resendez~Ramirez, the
rail-hopping fugitive suspected of
killing at least e:ght people, surrendered to U.S. authorities on the
Texas-Mexico border Tuesday followil'g a month-long nationwide
manhunt
.
The Jackson County Sheriff's
Department and State's Attorney
have been working with officials in
· Texas and Kentucky to coordinate
efforts to prosecute ResendezRamirez. ·
"It is expected that Texas prosecutors will have the initial opportunity to !-TY Resendez-Ramirez,"

Jackson County State's Attorney
Michael Wcpsiec said in a prepared
news release Tuesday.
"Nevertheless, we have lodged
our warrant with Texas authorities
to ensure that Resendez-Ramirez
will eventually face the charges that
have been filed in Jackson County."
Resendez-Ramirez is sought in
Jackson County for the murders of
George Morber and his daughter
Carolyn Frederick, both of
Gorham.
·
The surrender came after two
days of negotiations between law
enforcement
and
ResendezRamirez's sister in New Mexico.
His sister maintnined contact with
him in Mexi_co through a brother.

He is a drifter known to ride rail
cars for transportation, and the
majority of the killings connected
to him have been committed near
rail lines.
Resendez-Ramirez is also wantj in connection with seven muroers in Texas and one murder. in
KentucJ...-y, and is wanted for questioning in as many as 14 other
killings.
Officials expect Texas authorities to initially prosecute him, but
they have filed their warrant to
assure his prosecution· in Jackson ·
County.
FBI officials credit a S125,000
bounty for creating "intense pressure"· that led to Resendez-

Ramirez's captu~.
"He was as widely known and
wanted in Mexico as he was in the
U.S.," said Don Clark", the FBI
agent in charge of the inanhunt.
"There was no place for him to
run."
- Clark said, in his opiniJn, the
reward money should go to•
Resenr.::z-Ramirez's sister, whose
identity has not been made public,
who lives in AILuquerque, New
Mexico.
According to a birth certificate,
Resendez-Ramirez's real name is
Angel Leoncio Reyes Recendis, but
because much of the public knew
him as Resendez-Ramirez, the FBI
continued to use that name.

Resendez-Ramirez is 'currently
being held in the Harris County Jail
in Houston.
Wepsiec said the investigation
into the slayings of Morber and
Federick continue.
"While the apprehension of
Resendez-Ramirez will bring great
relief to the many citizens, not only
in Jackson County, but tlµ-oughout
the nation, who have been terrorized by this man, there remains
much work to be done in these
cases," Wepsiec said.
"Resendez-Ramirez has disrupted many lives, and we will not rest
u_ntil we bring this man to justice."

/11fon11ation compiled from
DAILY EGYP77AN news sources.

.Student protestor_~ defy.ban, rally ·for 6th straight day
HOWARD SCHNEIDER
THE WASHING,ON

Posr

·.. Street clashes between student protesters
-and security forces backed by Islamic militiamen raged thrm1gh Tehran for the sixth
straight day in a growing confrontation over
President Mohammad Khatami's attempt to
trarisform revolutionary Iran into a more_
liberal society governed by the rule of law.
Defying a ban on public gatherings
issued Monday. dbout I0,000 people ra!lied
Tuesday in downtown Tehran, shouting slogans and shaking their fists in scenes reminiscent of the uprising against the Shah 20
years ago: The· demonstralors were dispersed - by security force·s who fired
weapons into the air,. lobbed tear gas into
the crowd and beat several protesters with
batons, according to news service reports
from the Iranian capitaL As they receded
through the city, the protesters set at least
two vehicles on fire.
Apparently fearing a · reaction by his
adversaries among.Iran's clerical conservatives, Khatami went on television to warn
that the protests have degenerated into rioting !.:d by people with "evil aims," risking
national security · and the liberalizingreforms he has put into motion since being
elected in 1997.
'They intend to foster violence in society, and we shall stand in their way,"

Khatami said of the protest leaders. "We
take the security of our country and· our citizens very seriously."
.
By the end of the day, the reports said,
the protesters dispersed, leaving the streets
. to security forces and the fundamentalist
vigilante squads armed with automatic
weapons. Despite the appeal for calm. supporters ofKhatami- including professional associations and liberal members of the
Iranian parliament-called on the public to
gather at Tehran University on Wednesday
to show solidarity with the students and "to
stand up for thdr fundamental rights."
So far neither Khatami, whom the
demonstrators ostensibly support, nor
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the country's
. supreme leader and conservative stalwart,
has proved capable of convincing the protesters to stop their daily gatherings--, or of
capitalizing on the protests-at the expense of
his rival.
Both have called several rimes for calm,
Khatami in a statement emphasizing support for free speech on Iranian campusc~
and Khamenei · in remarks blaming the
United States for stirring up trouble.
"Our main enemies in spying networks
are the designers of these plots," Rhainenei
said in remarks reprinted in Tuesday's
Tehran Times. "Where is the money allocated by the U.S. Congress to campaign
against the Ish1mic Republic of Iran spent?

.
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Nci."doubt. ..that a sum several times this
budget are spent.on such schemes."
Previous, smaller-scale political clashes
between those who want a more open Iran
arid those who want to sustain the harder1:ne, · religion-based system created by
Ayatollah Ruhollnh Khomeini have generally ended with Khatami gai11ing further
control of -the country's government and
· pushing ahead with reforms.
With events moving this quickly, and
with di~content this widespread, however,
analysts said the outcome of ihe current
protests is unclear. On one hand, they could ·
generate crackdown and lead to more conservative control under Khamenei's leadership. Or, on the other, they could strengthen
Khatami's steady but incremental efforts to
liberalize Iran's largely theocratic system
- perhaps even forcing him to move more
quickly to keep up with popular demands.
The protests have elicited great interest
in Washinglon, where administration officials welcomed Khatami's landslide election two years ago as-a potential tu:ning
point that could lead to better relatim,s.
But U.S. officials acknowledged
Tuesday they have little insight into the present situation; United States has not had an
embassy in Tehran since the 1979 revolution.
Officials also expressed fear that too
many statements from,Washington in sup-
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port of the students will be used by hard-liners to discredit the protesters.
At his regular briefing, State Department
spokesman James Rubin said the protests
'Jepresent the desire for political change on
the part of the yc:mger generation seeking
the rule of law and freedom of expression,
and that is significant and serious."
He added, "We have made it clear thai
we are concerned by the use of violence to
put down demonstrations by Iranian students in support of freedom of expression
and democratic values and the rule oflaw."
The protests, which have left two dead
by official count, began in reactbi. to a violent police raid on a Tehran University dormitory last week. But they quickly spread to
several other cities and broadened into an
outcry of frustration with a social and political order that imposes a strict dress code on
womeJ!, prohibits many forms of public
entertainment and interaction and considers
its supreme leader a nearly infallible
guardian of the nation and of Shiite Islam.
Khamenei_is in charge of the defense and
security forces that have become the target
of public anger because of the dormitory
raid -itself a response to a much smaller
student protest against the closing of a liberal newspaper - and because of their
apparent collaboration with ihe quasi-official militas that enforce religious restrictions on public behayior.
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Mem9rial to be unveiled Veterans Day
Tom Redmond, director of Planning and
·oevelopment Services, said the council uses
various stipulations to rule what will be built
in the square "so it Joesn't become a ceme- .
tery of signs."
.
"[The new monument] will be a tying element into the quadrant of the square," said
Redmond.

ANNA BETH TRAYNOR
DAIL): EGYMlAN REroRTER

~EMEMBRANCE: Town
square memorial to honor
Jackson County veterans.

A new war memorial honoring veterans
from Jackson and Williamson counties .will ' '
be-built in Carbondale's Town.Square and is
. .
scheduled to be dedicated on Veterans Day in
· ·
remembrance of those who gave the ultimate .
price for freedom.
quadrant of the square:
Harry Schawecker, a veteran who served
· one year :n Korea from 1951 to 1952, helped
:... TOM REDMOND
organize the memorial.
..
. I DIRE~R l
The 16 ft. diameter circular monument ·
will have a border that says 'They Gave Their
Today For Our Tomorrow" divided by a star
In January 1997, the city council approved
for each side of the circle, Schawecker said;
a policy that establ!shed a review ancl
Inside the circle, ihere will be a large star approval proredure regarding Towri Square
with bricks inscribed with names of soldiers monuments with the city council; accordipg
killed in action, said Schawecker.
to city staff.
Leonard Wood, retired LL Col. United
According to city staff, the city requires
. States Air Force and· Commander of VFW any plaque, monument, or sign to "have a
Post 2605, has helped with the project
direct relationship to the history of the squ~e
The city planning committee helped deter- or the early history of Carbondale, or relate to
mine how the memorial would look, Wood a specific project or event in the square, and
said. Some ideas, such as. a big tombstone that emphasis be placed on maintaii;ting the
with names on it, were rejected,
sight distance through the square."
The memorial, which wi!I have a big
City mandates.require the memorial to be
flower plant in the center surrounded- by horizontal and mounted: low to the gro(!n4 ·
bricks, will be dividP.d into World War, I, when at all possible.
World War II, Korea and Vietnam sections,
Because the monument represents the hissaid Wood.
·
tory of Southern Illinois and ·its design does
Civil War veterans were considered for the not obstruct the sight line of the Town Square,
monument, but- concerns were raised about . the monument meets the requirements stipuaccuracy of the names, saic! Schawecker.
lated by city officials, said Redmond.
··· ·
Several committees, such as the
VF'N Post 26Q5 in cooperation with otj-ier
Downtown Steering Committee, Preservation, posts have compiled about 100 Jackson and
Commission and. Downtown Improvement Williamson county names for the memori.~I.
Task Force, have made various recommenda- said Woud:
. - ,
tions for the war- memorial to be- built in, the
"It's an ongoi~lf;P,rocess," said Wood; ; , . ,
southeast quadrant of the Town;Square.·: ·
·
Those who have.not previously sent names
Although the council• receives · many oflost loved onet9(friends for the memorial
requests to build monmheiJts, only a· few-:' can se~d·a note to _Leonard Wood, 1527.E.
monuments thahneet the standards of the-'·GaryDr.;-byS_c;pte111ber;· ·
.:: ,.-. -~ .. .,
council and1Iaw exist in the To_wn Square.
The cost per brick begins at $40.

The ne~ rn;nument Will
be a tying element into the-

JESSICA ZAMoRA/l)aily Egyptian

HOOKED: Aminah Reynolds, 1-4, of Carbondale, learns how to.cast out
a line from Chuck. Smith, a graduate student in. forestry, during, a fishing.
dinic al Campus Lake. The annual dinic is sponsored by SIUC and the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources to teach children about nature
conservation,
taicatch fis~ and to simply have fun.

now

Vatican orders American pri~st, nun
_to. end .ministry
. .
-

HANNA ROSIN

THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON - The Vatican Tuesday
ordered an American priest and nun to end
their 30-year ministry ·10 gays and lesbians,
after an investigation concluded they failed to
comply with the
Catholic Church"s teaching on the "intrinsic evil of homosexual acts."
In a rare direct intervention, the Vatican
placed a gag order on Sister Jeann'ne
Gramick and the Rev. Robert Nugent, who
have toured the country from their base in
Prince George's County, Md;, teaching
Catholic parishes ways to reconcile church
doctrine with the realities of gay life. The
decision effectively ends tt• _areers of two of
the most prominent gay-rights advocates
within the Catholic Church.
By issuing a public "notification" calling
the· pair's teachings "errone.:ius and dangerous," the Vatican resorted to a level of punishment it has used against American clergy only
twice in the last 60 years, both times in the
cases of errant theologians. Most recently, in
1986, the Rev. Charles Curran, then a professor at Catholic University, was notified by the
Vatican that he could no longer teach Catholic

'

theology.
,
{ ,
According to the notification; Gramick
and Nugent are "permanently prohibited from
any pastoral work involving homose.<ual persons and are ineligible, for ari undetermined
period, for any office in their respective 'religious institutions." While falling short of
excommunication, a still rarer measure, this
notification is considered an extreme punishment, in part because of its public nature. The·
church more frequently chastises errant clergy
with a private letter, or through a bishop. This
time, though, it chose a kind of public shaming, broad!:asting to churches across the
nalion that Gramick and Nugent's vie,ws are
anathema to the church.
· The.. ruling also sends a message to the
growing number of gay oucreach and AIDS
ministries in Catholic churches across the
country to be careful: ln showing compassion
for homosexuals, they must remember to
mention the church's disapproval ofhomosexual acts. In the months before the decision,
several parishes holding gay-themed conference.~ cancelled schedu:ed talks by Gramick
and Nugent.
The high-publicity ruling reflects tl1e
church's heightened impatience with .the
growing number of Catholics .who call for
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to, gays, lesbian~:::_
-

_ full acceptance of_ homosexuals by · the 1981 and° fouqd their teachings "vagl_!_e, mis,,
Church. In 1986, the Vatican issued a state- leading, and even contrary to, Catholic
ment clarifying its position ·on homusexuali- faith,''he recalled in a statement Tuesday.. :· ,
Whil_e the Vatican recognizes that sqme
ty, reminding Catholics that the church did
not consider homosexuaJ:orientation a neus people are. permanently homosexual· -,_·a
tral; or a good, as some had been teaching, concession many conservative Christians de1:
not make - the church also teaches ·that
but a disorder.
. For church reformers - who considered . homosexuality is a disorder, and that homo,-_
Sister Gramick and the Rev. J\'•1gent models sexual activity is sinful:
of moderation - the decision was merely the
In their teachings and writings, Gramick
latest in an escalating series of crackdowns and Nugent questioned whether homosexuals
· ity was a disorder, and said there were certain .
by the Vatican.
.
"I call it theological cleansing, as in ethnic contexts• wbere: homosex~al activity wa.~;
cleansing," said Sister Maureen Fiedler, heac! moral. The pair functioned as a kind of travel· of Catholics Speak Out in, Hyattsville, Mel, ling teach-in, lecturing mostly straight au_cli-._
who worked with Gramick in-the S0's. "It's ences in -hundreds -of diocese and· Catholic
gotten worse and worse over the ·1ast few institutions about gay history and sociology,
years."
. trying to build.a grassroots movement of COi)"!;;Gramick and; Nugent began counseling passion for what they felt was a much misu'!~ .
gay and lesbian Catholics in the ?O's, accord~ derstood segment of fellow Catholics.
ing to mends and colleagues. (Both were
Gramick and Nugent 'llUSt now decide
travelling back from Rome and couid not be between their church and their vocation.
reached for comment.) In 1977 they founded Gramick was cooperative in meetings with all
New Ways Ministry, an educational and the leaders of her order in Rome, according to
counseling center in Mount Rainer, Md.
Sister Jane Burke from the Baltimore
Almost immediately their activity drew province who flew ·over with her. But
the suspicion oflocal church officials, espe- Gramick has not yet decided whether she··
cially Cardin_al James Hickey, archbishop of wants to comply with the ruling. The order.
Washington .. Hickey ~et with the pair in will give her a month to make her choice.. '.

Post also was angered- by the concerns are legitimate, and, that
board's cancellation ·of their she would like to see the board·
scheduled· June meeting on the communicate better with their·
Carbondale campus. The Faculty · constituenc_ies.
·
from letters· 10 editors of local .. S'<nate had planned a reception for
While President Yen seems to
newspapers 10 protests and rallies the Trustees at the time, but· the be'-s,omewhat encouraged' by
to lobbying elected officials.
meeting was canceled with too lit- recent board actions, Friedenberg
. · "I've always thought th~t you tie no1ic.: to cancel- the senate's isstilldismayedthatnorealaction
try as many strategies as you can reservations for the reception.
was taken be::ause of what- she
"I-felt that, had. [the board]- sees as fear of the· SIU Board of
10 accomplish your goals,"_ she_
said.
been more responsive, they would Trustees.
"I was flabbergasted to see th ate·
Donr.:i Post. senator and execu- · not have canceled their meeting on
tive board member, supported the the Carbondale· campus," Post these big,. burly, tenured men are
resolution because she does not said. "I don't think this board is afraid of the board,'' Friedenberg
think the Board ofTrustees has lis~ interested in what we want; they said. "But" we've got nothing to
tened to the people affi:cted'by think we'r.:just whining."
lose, because we have got noththeir decisions.
Post said she feels the faculty's _ ing."

FACULT,Y;
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White supremacist group has made comeback- in recent years
RAAD CaWTHON
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSrAl'ERS

CHICAGO - In · 1995 when
Matthew Hale, then a law student at
SIUC, gathered into his hands the
reins of a r.icist organization called
Church of the Creator, the group
seemed headed toward extinction.
By that year the church, cr.:ated
in 1973 by Ben Klassen, a lifetime
John Birch Society member and
Florida chairman of George
Wallace's 1968 piesidential cami,;iign, claimed only eight chapters.
Klassen,· the inventor of the electric
·can opener, had committed suicide.
Hale rechristened it the World
Church of the Cre.,tor. While hewing closely to Klassen's belief in the
dominance of the white race and the
inevitability of a holy race war, the
group added new members, charged
onto the Internet - aiming a
"Kiddie Web Page" at children and now claims 46 chapters from
California to Aorida.
Last \\.Xkend, it added a martyr.
Hale said Tuesday that he doesn't condone Smith's crimes·- but
called him "a martyr of free
speech."
To those who monitor hate
groups, Smith's murderous frenzy is
an example of one man putting into
action the group's philosophy,

CEREMONY

continued from page 1

A· member of the Korean
Students Association encouraged the
community to keep striving'forracial
harmony by not giving up hdpe. .
· Association members said they
want the community to strive to prevent events Ji~~. th.rough love

SELECT
continued from page 3
them and what doesn't," she said.
Other members of the task force
include Inter-Fraternity President
Matt Arnold, Sigma Pi ·President
Jon Andrews, Alpha Gamma Delta
member Heather Estes, assistant
director of Student Development
Katie Sermersheim and vice chancellor for Student Affairs Jean
Paratore..
Arnold, a member of Alpha Tau

espoused by Kl.issen and echoed by
Hale.
"Their philosophy is one of
hatred nnd bigotry," said Harlan
Loeb, mid west counsel for the AntiDefamation League. "Like all leadersofsuch groups, whether they are
the National Alliance, the Ku Klux
Klan or ti1e Nation of Islam, the
leaders distance them,;elves from
such acts when they happen. But
they use vitriol and bigotry to create
a climate o( violence and a philoso;:-'iy of violence which others act
out"
.
The Southern Poverty Law
Center, a Montgomery, Ala.-based
-0rganization that monitors hate
groups, estimates that Hale's organization has several hundred hardcore members. But "affiliated members," who read its literature, join its
Internet chat rooms, and subscribe
to its theories, are 1_1umbered by the
center as "in the thousands."
"Matt Hale brought the Church
of the Creator back to life and now
it is one of the two or three most
important neo-Nazi groups .•. in the
country," said Mark Potok, editor of
The Intelligence Report, a law center publication. 'The WCOTC has
grown remarkabl;: since Hale took
over."
Hale leads the group from a
room in his parents' home in East

and by recognizing di\·ersity as a driving force so that mishaps like this
cannot happen in the future.
But the members also stressed
that above all things, life is the- most
important
John Jackson, interim chancellor
of
s~ke of ';he tragedy.. .
It IS an dlustrau~n that we ru:e 1~
many ~ a fragile community,.
,.Jacksons:ud. .. ,

~.ru:c.

Omega. ~d refining Select 2000 to
accommodate the needs of fraternities and sororities at SIUC is a priority of tl,e task force.
"Select 2000 is a very general
program," Arnold said. "We want
to develop a program that is made
for our greek system...
He said this summer has allowed
members of the task force to organize what steps they need to take.
"It's a slow process, but it's an
effective process," he said. "My
hope is that we will have everything
decided by the spring."
Guernsey has been out of the

DISMISSAL
continued from r:ige 1
Argersinger initially sued the board and
Sanders, charging a violation of the Illinois
Open Meetings Act She contends three counts
in the complaint: that she was not notified of a
special meeting in time, that action was taken
on a severance agreement without a public vole
· and that she was fired without a public vote.
Sanders and the board officially terminated
Argersinger June 5 but allowed her to rern:iin as
a tenured history professor at the University.
, Argersinger will continue to receive her chancellor's salary through Dec. 31, but the salary
will be negotiated at the end of the year.

Get out
of the
Stone
Age
and
Advertise
in the
· Daily
Egyptian.·

Peoria, a working-class town o.n th_e
banks of the· 111inois River. But with
access to the Internet - where the
organization's tentacles reach into
Web sites· of the ·paramilital"'J right,
skinhead groups and others - the
r.-.ach of Hale's words is broad.
Hale, who is described by Patak
as "somewhat charismatic" and
telegenic, has pushed the group outward since takirig over. The organization targets young people and
recruits extensively on college cam: puses. Children are brought into the
group by its "Kiddie Web Page,"
which has crossword puzzles, color· ing books, and racist politics
explained .. in. easy-to-understand
. language.
Smith told a college newspaper
that he had driven to East Peoria last
year to mec:t Hale for the first time.
Smith said he had become radicalized in college, deciding the government's policies were designed to
benefit only non-whites. He had
seen Hale's telephone number on
the World Church group's literature.
Smith quickly became one of
group's top proselytizers, returning
to East Peoria to load his car trunk
with thousands of pamphlets he
would pass out in Bloomington, .
Ind., where he attended college. By
last May, Hale was extolling
Smith's work in publications, nam-

ing him "Creator of the World," the
church's top award.
. . Free speech is a constant theme
in the organization's rhetoric.
Members say they are- persecuted
for
exercising · their First
Amendment rights. At a rally last
fall in Bloomington, Ind., Smith carried a sign that ~aid, "No Hate
Speech No Free Speech."
- MelJ!bers of Hale's orgar.iwtion
have· been involved in criminal
activity in both Aorida and on the
West Coast, records show.
Some of the crimes, such as the
1991 murder of a black sailor in
Aorida by a church memlier and the
confession in 1993 by the church's
Washington state director to conspiring to bomb the Tacoma office
of the NAACP, ,-,.-,1rred before
Hale took over the ,rr.up. He has
said members woul..: be expelled for
criminal behavior.
In 1993, Church of the Creator
members were implicated by Los
Angeles police in a plot to assassinate Rodney King and to machinegun the largest black church in the
city.
'They have been a little less
extreme under Hale," said Patak.
"But most recently three members
pleaded guilty to pistol-whipping
and robbing a video store owner in
Broward County, Florida."

In another Broward County case
two group members, including their
state director, are charged wi:h a
hate crime in the beating of black
father and son. A man identified as
the group's former southeastern
regional director pleaded guilty to
intimidating a witness in the Sunrise
case.
· In Sacramento, Calif., where the
group has a large chapter, a police
spo~esman said it was "being
looked at" after literature similar to
the church's was found at the one of
three synagogues targeted last
month in arson fires tha: caused
more than $1 million in damage.
Tuesday, the Anti-Defamatior.
League ·asked the U.S; · Justice
Department to launch a full-scale
investigation of Hale and his group.
All of which leaves unanswered
one of the most baffiing questions
about Smith. How did a quiet-spoken; intelligent product of a prosperous family who was raised in a part
of Chicago one observer compared
to Philadelphia's Main Line,
become a mouthpiece for hatred and
a murderer?
"People think hate is a product of
an economic situation or a neighborhood," said Loeb. "It's more like
drug addiction. It can strike anywhere, against anyone, in any
neighborhood."

He urged people to reject hatred
. and embrace diversity.
State Representative Mike Bost
. said he would do his best to uphold
the law against hate crimes.
''I will hold our law in place for
those who can't change their hearts,'!
.. Bost said. , .
.
Yoon's · ·family
members
expres,<;ed their feelings in a state• mentu$ed in the,fu_neral service bu!-

letin:
"Won-Joan was always a kind,
innocent, and heart-wanning to anybody he met Such a good person
was shot by a racist We can't help
questioning what the United States
government has [been] doing while
the Stars and Stripes, which allegedly symbolizes liberty, equality, and
justice is wearing out
"We'd like to believe our son

Won-Joan used his body to prevent
other innocent people from being
sacrificed to hate crimes in this country.
''\Ve pray not only for our son,
but also for all other victims of racial
bias and hatred up to now and forever."
..
DAJlY EGYPTIAN News Editor
Sharrie Glaruwfer .:ontributed to
this story. -

Concern has arisen among greek
office due to a family vacation and their recognition as an RSO for
was unavailable to discuss the pro- allegedly violating alcohol provi- leaders about the manner in which
sions of Se1ect 2000. The fraternity Select 2000 was implemented at
gression of the task force. ·
Currently, under the guidelines is on suspension and cannot regain SIUC. Unlike other schools; stuof Select 2000, alcohol is not its RSO status until the end of dents were not consulted by administrators before the program went
allowed in any fraternity or sorority spring 2002.
In fall 1998, Phi Br.ta Sigm:i lost into effect.
house. In addition to other expectations, each chapter must sponsor or its charter as a result of an alleged · Cichella said the creation and
co-sponsor at least one alcohol-free hazing incident. Phi Sigma Kappa progress the task force has made is
also lost its charter from its nation- a positive step in a reaching a decisocial per semester.
Since Select 2000's implemen- al organization in the fall as a result sion regarding Select 2000.
tation, four fraternities have lost of dwindling membership numbers
"We want to come up with a
their charters, two of which the and increasing debt. In March plan that will best suit the students
University took away.
1999. Lambda Chi Alpha fraterni- and that both students and the
In February 1998, members of ty's charter was declared inactive administration will agree on," she
said.
the Delta Chi frat:mity at SIUC lost by its Alumni Council.

In the second complaint, Argersinger
requests to be reinstated as chancellor as p.1rt of
a court-ordered injunction and-that the board
violated a contract stipulation which should
have'allowed her to remain in the chancellor's
office for at least six months following her termination.
Osman and Argersinger contend she is not
seeking monetary compensation in the suits.
But Osman said further lawsuits could follow
regarding Argersinger's reputation - lawsuits
that could involve monetary compensation.
Osman and Peter Ruger, legal counsel for the
University, prior to the motion for dismissal,
said the original suits could drag on through the
courts for years. But Bleyer said the motion to
dismiss the complaints may take from 30 to 60
days to reach· deposition.·

TRAGEDY

continued from page 1

. and the University in the form of a poem
which he read Tuesday.
Members of the aviation management
department also experienced deep sorrow concerning the death of Won-Joan
and gathered at the press conference.
David NewMyer, head of aviation
flight and maintenance, said his last
memory of Won-Joan is one of his fondest He said when he saw Won-Joan
receive his diploma at the graduation ci:remony in May, he shared Won-Joan's
joy.

·-Pssst•••

LAROMWS

Hump Day Specials!
1-ITEM THIN CRUST PIZZfl
D z-z.r;.oz. COKES .

"He came across the stage, received
the diploma from Dean Vitello - he had
this wide smile across his face," he said.
David Worrells, Won-Joan's aca<lemic advisor and professor in avhtion management, described Won-Joon as "very
kind and positively motivated" in the
three ye¥5 he has known him.
Shinho said the actions of Benjamin
Smith and the loss of his son have been
difficult to cope with and hard to confront, but Won-Joan's impact on the
world and SIUC will remain.
'The person called Benjamin Smith
- he shot my son," he said. "However,
he could not kill my son. Although physically he has left this world, his spirit and
the love is still here."
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Kosovo family tom over whether to
stay in United States or return home
they must accept the risk of further
violence and the challenge of
rebuilding in a place with an uncerELGIN, Ill. - In the months tain future.
since war engulfed their native
Many desperately want to go
Kosovo, the Behluli family has home, but for several weeks the
faced a series of wrenching choices. U.S. government and private relief ·
Tom between attachment to their agencies that specialize in resettlehomeland and the imperatives of ment had discouraged them from
survival, they hunkered in their doing so. Washing;on said it would
houses for more than a month pay their way home only when it
before making their way to neigh- received assurances that Kosovo
boring Macedonia at the end of was secure - even though 640,000
April. Then they had to choose refugees in neighboring countries
between waiting out the war in a had already gone back in the past
refugee camp and flying off to more month.
distant exiles ai,rnad.
Faced with the flood of returnees
Ultimately, they accc:pted an to Kosovo and the insistence of
offer of resettlement in the United many in the United States on joining
States, flying into New York's them, the State Department Monday
Kennedy Airport last month and changed course, announcing it
surprising a U.S. relief agency that would send the refugees home at
had expected to resettle five U.S.
expense
through
the .
Behlulis but found 14 on the flight. International Organization for
The ethnic Albanian refugees then Migration, an agency that facilitates
flew to the suburbs of Chicago, refugee mo\·ements worldwide. The
where they have relatives and a~ first charter flight from the United
American family had agreed to States is tentatively scheduled for
sponsor them.
July 26, the IOM said.
Now, the Behlulis may be headFor the Behluli family, the policy
ed home. Informed of a new U.S. shift means an oppornmity to return
go·,emment repatriation progmm
home. But as they begin their secthat was announced Monday, the
ond month in the United States, the
family of Naser Behluli, a 40-ycarold businessman. screamed and 14 Behlulis - brothers Naser and
wept for joy in the crowded, one- Enver; their wives and seven chilbedroom dormitory apartment they dren; their mother, Hava; and their
share. They cannot wait to get back sister Mendulrijc and her infant son
- are being pulled in different
to Kosovo, he said.
But the U.S. offer to pay the directions by relatives and wellrefugees' way home - after weeks intentioned relief officials.
Enver's wife, Feride, has a brothof insisting it wa~ not yet safe for
them to return - also present~ the er in a nearby suburb who wants the
two
of them anc! their three children
family wiih a dilemma. Enver
Behluli, Naser's younger brother to start a new life here. Enver and
MIOlAEI. l..um<Y/Washini,'flm P11,1
and business partner, and his wife Feride are wavering. The bother-inare not so sure they want to go back. law has offered Enver a permanent Ko~vo re!ugee Noser Behluli rests with his son Voldrin oher a morning of washing windows for money in Elgin. His
They do not want to divide the fam- job with him in the apartment com- for,11ly must decide whether to return lo their home in the town of Ferizoj or remain in the U.S.
ily, but at the same time they are plex he maintains. But the hardware
She and Na.ser now wish they middle-class lifestyle in Kosovo .cal shows at church gatherings
attracted to the prospect of a better business Enver operated with his
brother, Naser, in Kosovo also beck- hoo never left the muddy, crowded their own two-story homes, two cars around the country. V:rcent Barlow
life in the United States.
and
a
truck
in
the
town
of
Ferizaj,
has arranged odd joos, such as
Stenkovic
II
n:fugee
camp
in
ons
him.
It is a dilemma shared by many
For Naser and the family matri- Macedonia that they had been so which the Serbs call Urosevae. The housc-painting and window-washof the 9,700 other Kosovo refugees
ing, for th.: two Behluli brothers. He
brothers'
hardware
business
includfrantic
to
flee
last
month
just
days
arch,
84-year-old
Hava,
there
is
no
in the United States, who must now
before Slobodan Milosevic agreed ed a w~~housc, two shops and eight has taken Enver to a chiropractor for
decide whether to accept permanent such ambivalence.
employees.
Naser
still
has
the
cell
a
back ailment and is writing songs
"When can we goT Hava asked to pull his forces out of Kosovo.
resettlemer,! here or return to
"I can't stay here," Hava Behluli phone he used to conduct business, to help the children learn English.
Kosovo to reconstruct their homes after hearing news of the repatriaa
reminder
cifthe
relative
prosperity
MaryAnn
Barlow is teaching the
and businesses. If they choose the tion program. She said :1 reJafr,e had Sl!id recently, sitting on a sofa in the
· ·
Behlulis to shop in American superformer, they face the Jeracinating, just informed them that their house dormitory apartment at Judson his family enjoyed.
All that came to an end when markets with the food stamps they
humbling experience of starting was damaged and looteci. b!lt was College, where the family found
over ii I a strange land near the bot- not burned and is still habitable. "I temporary housing. She wiped tears NATO warplanes began attacking in receive. The Barlow children,
tom of the economic ladder and fur- don't care," the wi?cned grand- from her face. "I just want to go l(lte March and Serb forces started including three teen-age girls, come
home," she said. "I just want to go driving ethnic Albanians out of over daily to play •vith the Behluli
ther splitting extended families that mother said.
Kosovo en masre. Serb soldiers children, who·range in age from I I
already have been scattered across
"As long as people are going and die over there."
the globe. If they opt to go home, back, I'm going to go back, too."
The Behlulis had a comfortable threatened to kill the Behlulis in mon!hs to 13 years.
retaliation for NATO attacks on
But. the Behlulis have . known
nearby Yugoslav army barracks, but that the longer they stay in America,
took out their wrath on other neigh- the more diffr:ult it will be for them
bors instead.
to return home. The family has
"We were afraid to leave and we resisted the step~ that World Relief,
were afraid to stay," said Naser's and by extension the U.S. governwife, Alije. "We kept hearing stories ment, have wanted them to take that instead of taking people to the steps that signify more rf a commitborder, the Serbs would take them ment to remaining '.!! ,i,e United
to a ditch and shoot everyone. But States. Among these are moving
eventually we couldn't take it any- into apartmen:s an.I signing leases,
more. We h:id to leave."
taking regular jobs, enrolling the
So the brothers gathered their children in school and t.~'..ing formal
families, along · with their mother English classes themsc:!v.:s.
and sister, and left for Macedonia by
'There seems to be some presbus. Mendulrije's husband, a soldier sure to get these guys settled, for
in the Kosovo Liberation Army, was them to get jobs and take up permaleft behind in the hi:Js somewhere in nent residence," Vincent Barlow
the province. Just days ago, the fam- said. But having heard the family
ily heard that he survived, increas- repeatedly exp.ess a longing for
ing Mendulrije's des:re io return Kosovo, he wondci:; whether settling here is in the family's best
home.
After six weeks in the interests. To survive in the U.S.
Macedonian c:imp, the Behlulis economy, he notes, both parents
were evacuated to the United States, would probably have to work and
put the children in day care.
finalfy landing in Elgin on June 8.
"I think the longer we s!3y, the
For five weeks, they have adjusted to American life with help from chances are they won't want to go
their sponsors,. Vincent and back," Hava Behluli said of the chilMaryAnn Barl<'w and their four dren, a tone of worry in her voice.
r-.:1CHw. luTI.<Y/Washin,,"ton Post children. The family runs the "So far they haven't been bored.
"It's possible they might even
Hove Behluli, the 84-yeor·old matriarch of the Behluli family, tells a funny story lo some of her extended foinily Jeremiah Restoration Minb,try, a
Christiun group that perfor,ns musi- like ii here."
visiting from the Chicogo a•,:.-a.
W1LLIAI\I BRANl:.IN
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Gus says: Looking for a place to live this Fall!
Peruse the Daily Egyptian Classifieds for Fall Rentals.
Houses, Apartments, Mobile Homes, Townhouses, _Duplexes.

NICE, NE\VER 1 bedroom, 509 S
Woll or 313 EFreemon, furnished,
carpet, o/c, no pets, Coll 529·3581.

Auto
Real Estate·
19C9 FORD XLT LARll,T PICKUP
.d-wheel drive, 5 speed, p/w, p/b,

PARK PIACE EM.T $165·$185/mo,
ufilifie• induded, furnished, do,e to
SIU, lreepan<lnR, Call549·2831.

2 BDRM, w/d hook-up, carpet, air,
1060 Cedar Creek Rood, S.d50/mo,
country se1tin9, Coll 528-0i44 or
549-7180.

APARTMENTS, HOUSES, &MO·
BILE HOMES, r,,n student neighborhood,, no pets, no parties,
.d57-3544.

EFFIC &STUDIOS lowered for 99,

COUNlRY SETTING, 5 mi from SIU,
lg 2 bdrm, 2 both, avail 8-10,
$600/mo, util ind, Call 985-3923.
1 & 2 BDRM, newly remodeled, wa·
!er/trash pa;d, quiet, 1200 Sho-,,nak·
er Dr, 687-231.d, from .$285·$350.

am/fm cassette, bedliner, running

4 BDRM, 2 bath, new roof, fireplace,

boards, loolcs 3reot, rvns greoll

FURN, 2 bib to SIU, water/trash,
$195/mo. 411 E He,ter, i57-879il,

HONDAS FROM $5001 Police im·
1 9
'• call

r.3Bt3~~3~~%ft

· AMBASSADOR HAii DORM •
fucatir,:, ,nsnea.ca's1~~-mple _pa ricing most lo•· •
single rooms available as low 01
0
11 ...,, 4422.
.
.
$271/mo, all ufil induded + cable,
UBERTY MORTGAGE &lRUST 100%
,.,pl,omore
qualified,
Ca11-457•22l
2
••
,
LOVELY JUST REMOD£LED 1 BDRM
HOME EQU:TY loan, 100% purchase
~W/mricrawa••· from
f.:!/;ram, debt consolidation, rcfinanc-

:.J!l

1990 Chevrolet Cavalier, great oo~di·

verific:ofion, .dB hour pr=pprovol
800·500·9125.

1 & 2 oedroom apt, a/c, furnished,
gas heat, dose to can,pu,, available
in AuAust, for ir.6 call, 457-7337.

~~• & more, coll Miller Real,,,

86,000 mi, SUPER CONDmON,
$6,750, caU 618·658·6B81.

~rs,.:'.

~,·~~~:i,,t'~~::~l· ·

~h~~\':;~fJ j:'.; r:°lt.es,

fomio lomorrow in th;, well-kept car.
$2,600 obo. Coll 5.d9·! ~~r

Furniture

78 FORD lRUCK, VB, aulo, caneHe,
camper sheU, run, goad, 2nd owner,
$2000 obo, call -457-7179.

MUST MOVE! SEWNG extra full size
fulon mattress, various exercise equip,
Call5.d9-0220.

":'~·

•

Roommates
FEMAlf NEEDED FOR a nicer 2 bdrm
homo, w/d, a/c, ,tarts Aug.16, $200
+ util, no pets, coll529·25~i::

~-=:

2 Bedroom Apt, near SIU, furn, a/c,
carpet; well moinloined, start fall 99
from $475/rno, Cal! .i57•.d.d22.

1-Bedroom Apt, near~. fum1 a/c,
w/d, microwave, BBQ grill, sh:rrt fall
99 from $385, -457-4422.

89 CONQUEST, remanufoctured en·
Appliances
9ine in 1997, 340 horse power,
$3600, Ca!l 687-3582.
--------~
- - - - - - , - - - - , - - - I A/C's, 5,000 btu $65, 10,000 btu
NISSAN MAXIMA 87, 1'17,xxx mi,
$175, 20,000 btu $195, ca11529·
mechanically sound,a/c, fm/am cass, 3563, 90 day AUcrantee.
52_6_00_·o_bo_._ca_ll_-457-,-•.d5_6_5·_ _ _ lw
-_
--IN_DO_W_A/_c·-s.-sm-a-11S-7-5,-m-ed-i-- t

~~~,~
:rt~t-1~·
ask for Lorena or khm.
ROOMMATEWANTEDTO•harea
newly remodeled 5 bdrm house,
across thestreetfromcampu>, Coll

529·5294

or 5.d9·7292.

$)~1
'3 :~~ti1 ~s~t,13\_

FEMAlE NEEDED FOR a nice 3 bdrm
1
1
•

um $140, large $195, 90 day guarantee, Able Appliance, 457•7767.

96 HONDA OVJC, 5,pd, hatd,badc,
62,000mi, black, new fires, $8,300,
Call 893-2234.

---------I
86 VOLVO 7.dO, 5sp, loaded, grey,
dean !""•

=e:~~1~t;.:;;~.
AmericcServioe,210WWillow
~•dale, Coll 529-1411.

$2995:s~f.sS-d~lJ,'.-

Apartments

·

Visit
lhe Dawg Hou,e,
the Daily E~fian's online ·

~-':;~\'~:~".'~~~~...

WINDOWA/C,,ew$125,GEwash- ,
er/c!'Y."r$250, refrigerator $195,
slove:Sl60, 19" colorlV $70, VCR
1 oDRM APT, a/c;do>e to'.;=.,,pus,
150. 2, ,om, !;170. call 457-8372.
Parts & Se.rvjg~s
fum, no pets, must be 21 &over, Call
457-7782 or 351-9168.
sibE BY SIDE FRIG, w/ refreshment
What Color Is Your New Beetle1 cenler, $250, you move, coll 529·
AC.E.S. Specializes in VW/Audi, 3104.
104 S Marion Street, Call 549•311.d.

Electronics

STEVE: THE CAR DOCTOR M:>bile
mechanic. He malce, hou>e call, 457-.
798.d. c: mobile 525-8393.

~,i~~\';,~~i~i'&°1=:2
r,,i east on Rt 13. bx Ike Hond~. open·
1ihfa~r'.&°:m~ full, call 833·

fax umJ':u~";~ Ad
. 86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK .d50,
12,xxx mi, exccond, $1200, call Matt
351-6818.

lndu~Fi,Ti~!~;J

~'J~r:;:fian:

SPACOUS FURN STUDIO APIS,
· mgmt on pr!'f!'iies, Lincoln Village
ts,5.d9·6990.

-ci~;~~g;~~ted
"Weekd;;J!t,;OJ phon•

Bicycles
red, shimano ultegra/105, movie, cin·

CARBONDALE - EXTREMELY NICE 2
bdrm, furn, a/c, laundry, $600 ind
ufil, no pets, 1618)·549·4686.

1, 2 & 3 bedroom at Count,y Oub
Circle 1181 East Walnut, 9or12
month leases, small P.('ls welcome,

leases cndinA Dec 99 available.
1 BDRM irom .$2.d0-$370, 2 BDRM
from $355-$470, yoor loose, depos~.
00 pet,, 529-2535.

Top C'dale locafions, 1 & 2 bdrm
furn opts, only S2:i5 to Sl50 mo,
ind woter/tra,h, no pet,, call 684·
41.!5 or 684·6862.
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD, 3 bdrm
opt, on Soudi Pecan, Coll 529·5294
or549·7292
2 ONE BDRM aJ>ls, waler, trash, w/d,
&por~ing provi~ed. Sorry no pets
doseloSJU. Co/1457-5790

IN COUNlRY, 2 bdrm, w/study, util
ind, $425•$495/mo, dep, no pet,,
qviel tenants, 985-2204,
SHAMROCKAPTS, 1 bdrm, furn,
!ree cab!e, dose Jo campus, musr

be21+, now leasing far Aug,
$JOO/mo, .457·3344.
1 BDRM APT, avail now, an form
S.W. o! C'cla1e, ciuiet, carport, elec
hoot, hun~n11 & fishin.Q, 68.d·3.dl3.

M'BORO 2 BDRM, <alJ'el, air, '°"Y
no pets, $260/MO 6C7 4577 OP.
967-9202.

Townhouses

Schil~n~~fm>' Mgmt
NEW 2 bdrm opts and remodeled
1 bdrm and big 4 bdrm o~ Mill St

2 BDRM, PROFESSIOIW couple pre-

'O=S~~ik! ~:::~~~S~~~1

ferred, verr nice, close to SIU, quiet

Office hours 10·5 ,¼>nday-Friday
&8~o~~t

M'BORO, 1 BDRM, FURN &unfurn,
$240-$260, 68.d-1774, 10 min·1o

residential area, $475/mo, J.S?-8009

TOWHHOIJSES
306 W College, 3 bdrm,,
fum/unlurn, c/a, Aug lea><•, coll
549•4808.

campus.

529·2954 or 549-0895

E-mail onke@mic/we,l.ne1
2 BDRM APT, p?r!iolly furn, Ava aJuly
2~ ,~ion! City i<ood,Ccll .d57·6119.

1 bdrm $320, 2 bdrm S.dlO, grad

I

students or profe.s.sionols preferred,

NO PETS, NO PARTIERS. Phone for
apj:,I, 985-8060, Martin Rentals. .

3 BDRM APT at Meadow Ridge ind
w/d, d/w, discosal, microwave, c/o,
for $242/perion/mo, No pets, Call
-457·3321. .

6l 8·.d53·32.48
DAILHGYPTIAN

CAP-llONDALE, 1 BlOCK from cam•
pus; at .dl OWest Freeman, 3 bdrm
$555/mo, 2 bdrm $.d20/r,,a, no pets,
Coll 687·.d577 or 967-9202.

Homes
liEA\JTIFUL, HlliTOP, lake property in
Union H,J Sllbdivi,ion. 4 bdrm, 2 &
1/2 bath, Unit/ Point School Distrid.
Call 457•7-.8,
·

'-"dale, nice 1 & 2 bdrm, vnfuin
aparlments, do,e lo campus, 606 Ea,1
P:irlc, no pet, 1-618·893-4737.
·

~UNlRY UVING
Remodeled 5 bdrm, 2 siory farm
hovse on b,-:,utiful 1.5 acre,, 15 min
Nol C'dole,newrocl, newo/c & fur•
noce, new electric, new plumbing,

Computers

new septic, new repfccementwind-

POWER BOOK 1400 memory mod·
vie,, One 16mb, One 24mb, Both for
$100 Iota! or may sell separately, In·
s1oll free, Coll .d57-0366.

ows, dty waler, 28x35 pull barn, relo·
catinA, Call 684·.4.d.d.d;

Mobile Home~.

Sporting Goods

, l 2X60, 2BDRM, slove ,lri6, $2500
; obo, Town & Country#l29 (618)·
549·9650 or l618f·252·3067.

FORS.Alfi KAYAKS&CANOES·.
Daggor, Percepfion, Feathercrafl, Bell
A_ho_m_eo-fyo-ur_own_.-10-wi-_d_e_fro_m_ J
~~d,en~:.ign,, P.F.D.'s

faddr:',:'i.

·~j:~\~;t: ~~t:

Shawnee Trails O.utfi1ter, 529-2313.

problem. Rent lo"""' with low money
dawn. Coll for appt 5.d9·3000.

---------t

16' HOBIE CAT~ & trailor,
lile new, asking $2500. 1573) 651·
4526.

0

sieve, d/w, w/d, doe, not have to be

·

Yard Sales

NICE, NEW, 2 or :'J bdrm, 516 S rop·
lcr furn, carpeted, a/c, no pets, 529·
3581 or 529·1820.
NICE, NEW 2 bdrm, furn, ca~t,
29'

3~~Jo/!~9-mg_1.o1 S Wall,

APTS, HOUSES & lRAIIERS
dose lo SIU; 1,2,3 harm.
Furnished, 529-3581 or
· 529-1820.

APARTMENTS
For Simmer '99
Furnished & A/C

aosetoCampus

Swimming Pool
.
SIU approved from Soph to Grads
Efficiencies & 3 Bdnn. Apts..

~f~nADS
1-~PARTMENTS

TRAllERW/ NEWwa,her, dryer,
dishwasher, a/c, ne<t lo SIUC, awesomo buy S3K call 5.d9·2.d70.

2308, lease $425/mo.

=i'.~1•h~
trosh providec!, Coll 529·.d511 for a
viewing cppl, No Leases Ending Dec
99ovoil.

:~
;:,'!~1~11~11:t~~::;.
furn. Call 529·4611, Sorry but No

2 BEDROOM .Al'TS, furnished, only
$475/mo, water.& trash induded, 1
block from SIU, Call457-2212.

rese.7ae;.;t•;;~~~n~~:;r;,or':-

tt~~~68~~1~ltl maintained,

moved, $12,500, 687·.d2.d.d.

no pets, profeMiono1s welcc.me, 867~

1 BEDROOM, PREFER GRADUATE,
deon, dose lo campu>, 1 year loose,
$350/mo, Cati 529-3815 no pet,.

FAX ADS arc subject lo normal
deadlines. Tho Doily Egyptian

GT AI.UMINUM ROAD bike, 56 cm,

J~ ~faU~f~~:;:~J t:

DESOTO, 10 MIN from C'dale, new,
.quiet, 2 bdrm, 1¾ bath, w/d hookup,

Desolo'• Worlh the Drive. Priced right
and low ufilifies for a spaciov, 2
bdrm. f>!o Pets, Call .d57·3321.

campus.

12 MIN TO SIU, Real Property
Management 687-3912,
paAer 22.1-3432.

fAXm

Motorcycles

!fn~~=::::~:~a

posit in lea .., no pets, CoH 684•5649.

dean on~ auiet.

ROOIMl!.\TE WJ,NTED BODA North
Studio,, 1,2&JbdrmatSu9artree
Apt 1195 EWalnut! furn and vnfurn,
>mall pets welcome, aundry foa1ifies,

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS abo,·e
Mory Lou's restaurant, ht & !asr de-

1.207 S. Wall

457-4123

6071/2N.All1n
509S.Ash•l-17
514 S. Bcverid,:c•l

403 W.Elm•l
403W.Elm-!
402 l/2E.Hcstcr
-1061/2E.Hesm
408l{2E.Hester
4101/2E.Hcster.
208 W. Hospital •t
210 W. Hospital •2

S15S.Lai:an
612S. Lagan
612 1/2 S. Loi:an
507 1/2 W. Main B
400W.Oak•3
S11 N. Oakland
S14N,Oak!and
1305E.Pad:

202 N. Poplar •I
919 W. Sycamore
334 W. Walnut •3

402 1/2 W. Walnut

703 S. lllioois •102
6121/2S1.ocan
S07 1/2 W. Main .,A
507 1/2 W. Maln•B
507 W. Main •2
-!OOW.Oak•J
4I0W.Oak•2-S
202 N. Poplar•2,3

334 W. Walnut•!

·U#:1M•10@M
408S.Ash
502 S. Beveridce•I
5145. Bcvcridcc•l, 2

515 5- Beveridge •I
406 W. O>c:scnut

500W. Collc:ge,.z

104S.Forest
4C7 E. Freeman
409 'E.. Freeman
411 E. Freeman
109 Glenview
402E. Hester
406E.Hcscer
210W. Hosplca1•3

515S.Loi:an

402 W. Oak •1, •2
514 N. Oaldand
6299 Old Rt. 13
202N. Poplar
168 Towerhousc Dr.
1305E.Park
492 l/2 W. Wolnuc

502 S. Bcveridgc•l
514 S. Be,·cridgc ,2
305Cresrvicw
104 S. Fores[
402E.Hester
406E.Hester
2JOW. Hospical•J
507 W. Main")
514 N. Oakland
6299 Old Rt. 13
504 S. Washlni;con
506 S. W:is."-in,:ton
600 S. Washington

3osr· 'C"View
4C'"

....cster•AlL

5'17W.Hain•l ·.
40? W. Oak E &. W
600 S. Washington

tai?OJH l•J3W
0

406 E. Hester• ALL
40ZW.Oalc c&.W

Wdd§•);Jel•J$H
402W.Oak E&.W

10 •

WEDNESDAY, JULY

14, 1999
HP RENTALS
5 Bedroom,, 303 E. Hesler
A Bedrooms
511 l, 505,503 S. Ash,
319,321,324,406, W. Walnut
3 Bedrooms
.405 S Ash, 106 S. Forest
JI0l,313, 610W. Cheny,
2 Bedroom,
305 W. College, 32.4 W. Walnut
1 Sedroom
3IO¼, W. Cherry, 207W. Oak
l 06! S. Forest,

Duplexes
. l2MINTOSll!, Reel Property
Mangement 687-3912, pager 221·
3.432.
M'SORO 2 BDRM, c/a, p,i"-'-> deck.
5 mi lo campu•, $360·375 mo, Cell
687· 177.4 or 6SA·558A. (opts ol,o) _

• BRECKENRIDGE Al'1S 2 bdnn, unlum",
no pets, display 1/ A mile S of Arena
on 51, .457-.4387 or .457-7871).

Coll 549-4808 (No Pets)
Rental Price lisb at 511 S. Ash &
319 W. Walnut by front door

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake; 2 bdrm
& util room, .$300/mo, 1 bdrm
w/carport &,toroge, $275/mo, ind
water & tro,h, no pel:i, ~9-7.400.

5 BDRM. 1 blk from campus, 609 S
Poplar, $225/ person, w/d, a/c, Call
687-.4577 or 967·9202.

DESOTO, NICE; QUIET •J"'dou, 2
bdrm, w/d hookup,, fireplace, 2 car
carport w/storage, Avail July, 1,
$500/ma, ca!l 867·27~"=

~

bdrm hovte, dose to compu,,
p:,rtially lum, go, heat, c/a, avail in
AuA, Grad or Senior, 4!il· 7337.

TIM'S Tll'NG, Ceramic tile-Ro~

~ta!~?; =s~'~52f~~t~r ~mt

.~596~:.~it:i'.:·~~49•

QUIET AREA, 2 BDRM, 2 bath, c;ntral
cir, on SIU bus route, n ~ remo-

2 BDRM, AP?UANCES, trash pickup
ind, 110 pet,, .$325/mo + dep & lease,
A mi S,,..,:!-, 5i, .457-50.42..

CARBONDALE, QUIET LOCATION, 2
bdrm, $150-$400, 529·2.432 or 684·
2663.

2 & 3 bdrm, remodeled, w/d, c/a, 3
locatians,$330·400/mo, no pen, call
457-3321.

BEAUllFUL COUNTRY SETTING, 3
bdnn, pool privileges, near golf
Sl-OW~~~29-fs1otf l'l'<l•

12 MIN TO SIU, g=t quiet 3 & A
bdnn home, ale, ?PP1, w/d, pets ak,
not related ok, hrdwil Roors, carport,
1own care ind, 2 baths, S620; 3 bath,
S660, A bdnn $680, 687-3912.
2 BDRM, fUlLY lum. coble hook up,
ale. w:d, no pets, $600/rria "plusutil,
available AuQust 99, coTI .a5Zu!078.
1

REMODELED. 5 lars• bedrooms, 2
ba>h,, w/d, 303 East Hesler, no pets,
5
54
Please c.cU NB0 .
---------.,
VERY NEAR CAMPUS-WXURY A
bdrm lum house, c/a, w/d, 16
bot dedc, !roe mowing, no~coD 6S4-4145 er 684·6862.

~OJ~~~!~ 'i::f;);;.~~~j

,~i,~~~a2'6:~°if?;{{e~ pets,

it

~.:i!:n;,..~:~:~FP::~:i'tare;

~:\;:;::.r~tf:n~,:t~~
'tt'C:,'s1:'
keeping, Transportation, and Reading

Pick up applications cmd schedule ·
saeening interview, al SICIL at 100
N. Glenview, Suite 101 in Carbandal,
between 8:30 am & .!:00 pm. Crimi·
nal badcaround check ccniluc:ted:
EARN S500+, to q·uilsinoking,
smokers ell men & women wl,,, qualify
to partidpale in the patch plus, quit
smol:ini: Pl'OAram, .il53·3561.
dorm, Aug·May, send resume &

EXlRA NICE l<lx70, 3 bdrm, 2 bath,
c/a, /um, ,mall park on bus route, no
pet,, 549-0491 or .457-0609.

ENERGY EFFIO~. LG 2 bdrm, 2

1
QO·

Mr.isa1.t~j~~~t-.

~/;,R.J'~!~!i~~.~
Eavolian Classifieds]
FREE. DOG, ALREADY house trained,
Rood with kids. Call 68.4·3739.

~::;~{:,%:;.,~:;~~;~~c;;;· =.t4'h~;,i:':..'.1:3fo,

1

2 BDRM, WASHEPJDRYER, a/c. 30 l
W Pecan,S350/ma,Cal15A9·83.42
""d d">" 528·2291.

3 Bedroom 512 S. Wall
3 Bedroom 516 S. Poplar
2Bedroom514S.Wall
2 Bedroom 605 W. College·
2 Bedroom 609 W. College
2Bedroom516S:Poplar
I Bedroom 509 S. Wall .
I Bedroom 313 E. Freeman

_1um_,no_pe_ts..,,5,-2-9--443-1._ _ _ t o&l~Eroodpe!ed~co';;e~pa~,d~.1:'5"lf
'.,thnteutedretil,itit~ a
-.,.bl,
ea
1 & 2 bdrm, by SIU & ~an, water,
heot & trcsh ind, l·800-293·4.d07,
~~~~
.457·

between $195·$250, >0rry no pets.
3·.d BDRM, lum, w/d, c/a,
NEAP CRAB ORCHARD la~e, 2 bdrm
Aug. mob~e !iomc, lots of shade,
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ; $225/ma,no pe15,Call5A9·7AOO.

2:,;,,ry,

;;,,~;,"{i~oJ:".o;jj ;j\'.J~

401~tK.51lS

,'.!~.JS)

Tre; Hombres na,, hiring host, bus, &
exp wail p,..nons, accepting coDs
between l0-12pm, at AS/-3308.
EXPi:RIENCED .~ETAll a,eg({~cnt~;

CDAlE, APPUANCES, 3 BDRM walk
to SIU. Lease, Depo,it, encl rel.
required. $650/ma 5~ 0 -9752

2 & 3 bdrm, remodeled, w/d, c/a, 3
locatiom, $330-$400/mo, No Pets,
Call.457-3321.
•

3 BDRM. UNllY POINT, one bed·
6B7-J~1tiysbora, no pets,call

:iz

~ ~ - m anll':lpmJ.F/:ono-

NEEDSOMEONETOwcrk fora disabled mcm weol:end,. Prefer male
help. Please caU ~esi 01549-8276'.

~~l~r~~tJ~~.;,:7,,::; ,JOB PlAi..'EMENT SPECIAUST: Assist .
o/c, 12 ma lease, $275 (ind water).
dients with d.....Jopmenlol disabilities
--BIG-BE-DR_OO_M-'S-&-No--N-.e-i9h_ba_n_i_n J,, moue 351·l 4.dl or call Dim1triru
in securing employment, and pravido
@ 453-5425 l 2· l p.m.
fuffow-up services. Bachelor', preferred or high school degree with two
Pet,, Call J57•3321.

J:n~ ~:'c'!";;, t~~!,~~•it1

www.enq~est.tam/il/fiveslartours
e-mail: livestor@midwest.net
1·888·442-2606

»ri

SINGLE LADIES who would like
to ride on A-wheel. A-seater bicycle.
Call Larry at 529-4517

~::-;,==~red.::;!'"'
ForAllYour

RENTAl UST OUT came by 508 W 31.4 E. HESlER, A people, spacious, 2
-OOk inbo. on front pord, 529-3581
baths, w/d, Goss Property Managers,
- - - - - - - - - t 529-2620.

Housing Needs

2 BDRM HOUSE, ova~ Au9, 313 S
Hanseman, w/d, o/c unit, storage
shed. S500/ma, CaU 5.49·2090.

Freshman and Sonhs
Upperclassmen ~
Grad fu_mlents·
Couples
gland Over

-,/d, nice yard, from $475/mo, start
loll 99, .457•4422.
SPAOOUS A bdmu near the rec,
cathedral ceiling w/fans, big living
l"OOITI, utility ruom w/full ,ize w/d, 2
bath,, ceramic tile tub-show,,,, well
mainiained, .457-8194 or 529·2013,
QlRIS B.
1 BDRM HOUSE, quiet location, do,e
lo SIU & Univer>ity Ma!l, ovailoble
now lor more info, ccll 549·0268.

Mobile Homes
VISIT

TilE DAWG HOUSE,
lHE DAILY EGYPTIAN'$ ONUNE
HOUSING GUJ0E, AT
hllp://www.dailyegyptian.camld
house.com
Private Covnlry Setting: 2 bdrm,

TAKING APPUCATIONS FOR summer

~~J~~!,J~~~~i~-

avait

S52S
$630.
$500 .

S530
$520

·$450

mo

S2SD

APARTMENTS
3Bo1ro:mll!W.SJQJJmfum
· 2Bahoom4001V.l\x::m#3
2Bcriron512S.Wall#J
2&lrro.n611'.V.l½lm1(&,.1llli:3)
2Bahoom611W.\\:ilmA(op.<UiJi)
2&ltocm40SS. \\mgmS.Aj(.
2Bahoom402S.Gr.lh:m
2Bahoom400W.Pa:mt#I
2Mtx»iiDJW. \Y.ilmi#l
1Booroom414S.Grah:m!N.&S.AJ(.
I Bc!:oom40SS. \½llunglmN.Aj(.
lllmron402S.Gramml5
llloJrocrn4l4S.~N.&S"Jt.
I rr2Bo1mn~W.ElmE.&.',V.Aj(.
I BcdioomD:IW.\\\Jlm1111.2B,3

$1:.)

$350

SW:
$110 ·

sm
S3IO

S250
$350

mi
$225

mi
mi
S250'.

sm
S32S

HOUSES

3Bcrlroom613W.Cdlep:
3 Bcrlroom400 S. Grah.im
2Bcrlroom410S. \Vmngtoo
2Bcrlroomll05W.Glx:r

$900
$500
$460
$460

CarbondaleHousing.com
On the Internet

CHOOSE YOUR HOURS, )!,>Ur incame
& reward., Choose Avon, Call Toll
free 1·877•811·1102Todav.

e.-.:.tro nke, quiet, fum/unfum, a/c,

no pets, 5A9•J808.

ffei~_,·-~-..· . . On.e. Stop ousing.Gu.ide . . . .·. . .·... Offi.ccz lo.c.a·.t!l.d
~,,.·,·:Woodruff Management M.'h~ ~~~f,m.~_;,j
~.,,, l!i..
•
·
Jeff Wo~raff, Broker
· ·· · L~~ ~ I
·
ff.

3 bdrm hou,e, air, w/d, quiet area,
dining room, $495.
2 bdrm house, air, w/d, carport,
quiet area, mawing done, S475.
students only, A57·4210.
ACRO;S rne S1REET FROM CAMPUS,
Newly remodeled 5 bdrm house an
M;ff Street, a/c, w/d, dlw, plenty of
corkina. Call 529·529.4 or 549-n92

. . ~,s
;c~~-JlV

·. 'l~~~i)\

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO teach Eng•
li,h to migrant workers, no exp need·
ed. Call Dr. Sullivan 5.49·5~72.

time P,>Sifian $8.00lh,, plus same
frinse benefits. Applyto.START20 N.
131h Box 938, Murphysboro, IL:

2 BDRM HOUSE, ne,ir SIU, lum, ale,

The Secret
to finding
.good stuff?

---------1
1 BDRM, 500 S. Ash, 2 bdrm, 1003 N or .457-0609.
· fall semciter, call A57·579A, ask for
Bridge.A bdrm 5051 S Rawlings, Paul - - - - - - - - ' - - - 1 Sammr. Feather>lon or Ruth Harman
Bryant Rentah, ..!57·566.!.
NICE 1 BDRM, ideal student ,enlol, 9
or apply at Good Samaritan House,
_________
or
12
mo
leases,
furnished,
air,
110
701 S. Marian Street in Carbondale.
1
pets, Call 549-0491 a, .457-0609. •
LEASING CONSULTANT, office & orMAKANDA HOUSE 3 BDRM, 2 bath,
dean, quiet, no pets, lease avail for
Bel·Aire Mobile Hames, now ren~ng
gonizational skill,. lea1ing oportments,
As,:i 1st. $600/ma 5.o!9·229l
forfail & spring, 1, 2, & 3 bdrr.u,
ti:J~;1."Jsl:'i~~~t~1:blo ·

Houses

:REMODELED, A lorg~ bdnns, fi:!J bath,
o/c, fum/unlum, 505 Sou'n Ash, no
pe_r,,_c_al_l54_9-_A_a_oa_.- - - ' - -

:;r;;:~~}?jt.\t:r.

providing Per><>nal Assistant IPA)
Services to persons with clisa!,;]ities in

.::ooK, WEEKENDS, SMAll college
3 BDRM HOUSE, c/a, w/d, dean &
quiet area, cvcil AuA, Call 'i.49·0081.

COUNTRY VILLAGE, 2BDRM, wash·
er/ dryer hook-up, carp:,rt, pool, profe,,sional or grad student, no pets, Call
549•2792, or evenings .457·6481,
5.!9•13.43.

---------

=~

HANDY MAN, various tasb, home
69'J~fing, cd

:~t~':~1!l•~~2

The Southern Illinois Center for lnde-. ·

TOWN & COUNTIIY, 1 & 2 bdrm,
lum, gas heat, new ca,pet, c/a, .,o
pets, 549-4471.

M'BORO, 2 & J bdrm, c/o, w/d
hook·up, garage, S.410-$550. Al,o
opts, ~87· 177.4 or 684·5584.

now, for more info Call 5.49·0266.

~pa~,~~.~!!~~ ::;I;(;
Box #310, M'baro, It, 62966.

deled, Coll.457·6125 or 985·9780.

1 BDRM DUPLEX, quiet locatio;;, dose
1o SIU & University Mall, available

STEVETilE CAR DOCTOR Mobile me·
' chanic. He makes house calls, .457•
798.4 or mabile525·8393.

• WEDGEWOOD HIUS, 2 &'J bdrm,

MU~T SEE TO BEUEVEJ 2 bdrm trailer
$165/mollll
549-3850.

7

It's. not too- late to
res~rve. an apartme1it
,. '. e-~- ;~ . at
. ... .
.
.,

~

...

""~-.~·.'t:?_ ·~·~::~ ...-~.·:,,..:".~·-

Just need two? Then consider... ·
· Hickory Glade,"wifumishedin DeSoto only
$16? ppm, 2Bedroom aJlarlments.

Mead~~
llUdge
· ·3
Bedro'om:Townhome~f
with washer, dryer, dishwasher
· & microwave oven.
From $242.00 ppm.

Three's no ermyd; ..in 011r 3 bedroom behindUnfoersiry Mall, new•
Carpet, lots 1Jf trees only $580 amonth
. or... .

, How ab011tone of Ollrremodled, furnished nwblie homes with
. washer/ dryer arul ~ntral air for $400 amonth.
•· ,
. You Need Privacy? .
·
.
Toney Co11Tt-Nice, Quiet, Two Bdnns., In !he Country $197.50ppm .

1

SPOR,:~==============~D~1l=LI=='E=G=YP=Tl=.\N:..;=======-_:::W!_!E~DN!::!,:E.=,.!:SD~AY~,~JU~LY....!,l.:!,4,!...,;1!.,!92.,99~•:,_1~1

onzal s noml
8

JOE RODERNICK
KNIGHT•RIDDER NEWSrAl'ERS

voters with 2,918,055 votes.
Ramirez l:ad 1,898.430, Lofton
1,676,595 and Justice 1,336,304.
Gonzalez, who finished fifth
with 834,962 votes, said he would
~~~:e to the All-Star Game as a

ow irks Fi k

''

I've always given
my opinion. And my

.

BOSTON - In these parts, there
i~ only one Pudge, and he's not Ivan
Rodriguez of the Texas Rangers.
opinion on this is, I
Former R-=d Sox· ca1cher Carlton
Fisk, New England's beloved
"That's incredible," Gonzalez think he is totally out
.Pudge, ripped Juan Gonzalez of the said of the fan voting. "It's a p<,pu- of fine in refusing to
Rangers for refusing to -:mend the· larity game. You don't see real jusAll-Star Game at Fenway Park tice in the All-Star voting. But fans . to come to All-Star
because he was not voted in by the in Cleveland, they vote for their game, refusing to be
fans. Fisk is serving as the honorary players. Tha(s all right. Three days
captain for the American League.
off will be good. My concern is for recognized as one of
'.'I've never held my tongue in
nd th
a
e game and my the greatest players
the proper places, I krow that," Fisk
said before Monday's All-Star
'"I'd love lo go if the fans pick playing t~e game
workout "I've al·Nays given my me. But if the fans don't pick me,
opin_ion. And my opinion on this is, rm not going 10 go."
today: • ·
I think he is totally out of Jin.: in
At the break, Gonzalez was third
- CAALlON FISK
refusing to come to the All-Star · in the AL in RBI, with 79, trailing
FORMER MLB PLAYER
Game, refusing to be recognized as Ramirez (96) and Griffey (81).
one C',f the greatest players playing Gonzalez's '.:4 homers ranked fifth
todav.
· ·
choice was to return to the Giants.
in the league.
. .
"I don't know whether that's an
"It was a tough decision, the
Gonzalez also was unhappy that
attitude or selfishness on his part, Joe Torre, this year's AL manager, toughest decision I've had to make
but it is, when you consider what picked Yankees outfielders Bernie· in n,y entire life," Hernandez said.
kind of player he is, what kind of Williams and Paul O'Neill as "Arid playing for (manager) Dusty
statistics he has on the board at this reserves over him for the '97 game. Baker, it made it even tougher. He's
time and not allowing the rest of the - "I had better numbers than both of the best manager I've played for. It
league.or the rest of the world to see. lhem," Goll7.alez said.
was a decision I made, and I'll live
his talents. I think down the line. he
- Tampa Bay· closer Robena with it. When I made the decision,
may regret his decision."
Hernandez spent just two months · Dusty was the first person to call
·Gonzalez w~ upset that three with the Giants after being acquired me. He said, "You made the right
Cleveland outfielders • Manny from the White Sox on July 31, decision and I'll miss you.' Those
Ramirez, Kenny Lofton and David . 1997. He signed a four-year, $22.4 guys over there keep in touch.
Justice - finished 2-3-4 in the vot- million contract with the Devil Rays (Giants coach) Porky Lopez calls
ing. Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr. led all after that season. He said his next sometimes and Mur,,hy (equipment

;Jm::~

manager Mike Murphy) calls.
Dusty will pass a message to me
through them. That's what makes it
tougher (not being a Giant), those
guys keep in touch."
The National League had
expected to announce a site for the
2002 AU-Star C.ame during the AllStar break this season, but the
announcement has been delayed.
The venue will be revealed later this
summer.
Milwaukee, which will ,nove
into new Miller Park next season, is
expected to be named the site of the
2002 game. The Brewers were supposed to host this year's game but
moved to the NL last season, and
Boston was awarded the game.
Mih. aukee has not hosted an AllStar Game since 1975.
The Giants, w~o move into
Padfic Bell Park next season, submined proposals for the 2002 and
'2004 games.
If Milwaukee is named the 2002
host, the Giants likely would face
competition for the 2004 game with
Houston, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati,
which also will have new stadiums
by then.
'There are a number of people
who would like to have it to showcase their new park," Giants. senior
vice president Pat Gallagher said.
"We face competition from other
cities."
St Louis, which hasn't had an

All-Sta~ Game since 1966, also has
expressed an interest in serving as
host.
Atlanta's Turner Field will host
the All-Star Game in 2000. In 2001
the game is at Safeco Field in
Seattle
Pittsburgh third baseman Ed
Spl'\lgue was down and out last season. After being acquired by the A's
in a trading-deadline deal, ht'! hit just
.149 with three homers. Sprague
signed with the Pirates during the
offseason and was named to his first
All-Star Game.
"Last year, I just kind of fell off
the map," he said. "I didn't play
well. Oakland wanted to give Eric
Chavez a chance, and he's well
deserving. I guess you could say I
came full circle from a year ago."
· AL starter Pedro Martinez's firsthalf brilliance has led some to speculate that he could become the first
pitcher to win 30 games in a season
since Denny McLain 31 seasons
ago. Maninez is halfway there with
15 victories.
But just 74 Red Sox games
remain, and Martinez might make
only .14 more starts. Even if
Martinez were to record a victory in
every remaining appearance, he still
would be one shy.
"I would love it," said Maninez,
"but it's not going to be easy. I think
it's do-able, but (30 wins) is going
to be hard to uet"

Lack of felony charges in UW angers frat parents
Buo WITHERS
KN!GHT•RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

SEATILE - University of
Washington football players will not
be charged with felonie.~ in two May
altercations at a UW fratemitJ, but
they could still face misdemeanor
charges.
•
The King County prosecutor's
office said yesterday it would not
press charges because of conflicting
testimony and unclear identifications. It sent files to the Seattle city
attorney's office, which handles
misdemeanors. As a result of two
separate but related incidents May
22 and 23 at Tau Kappa Epsilori fraternity, the Seattle Police
Depanment had recommended that
the county proSt"Cutor's office file
burglary and malicious-mischief

charges against two 21-year-old
males, and assault charges against a
20-year-old male. All :,vere identified as UW football players.
While UW football co:i,;h Rick
Neuheisel said he expects to take
some disciplinary action, he advised
·waiting for the city anorney's conclusion.
But the parent of one fraternity
member says that his son sustained
a m;Jd concussion in the first incident and that the university is showing "a lack of attention" to the issue.
"It's pretty easy to compare the
whole Washington State incident
and i,:..w Coach (Mike) Price has
addressed that issue, being on lop of
the situation,'' said Jimme
Schneider of Federal Way, whose
son Andrew is a TKE member.
"And we haven't heard from

Neuheisel for a month.
couldn't specify how much has
"It becomes apparent (the UW been collected.
believes) if you stick your head in
'There are a number of guys on
the sand, it will go away."
the team that have more 10 do (than
,ltree \Yashington State players, others) with the vandalism of the·
including star nmning back Kevin home," Neuheisel said. 'They broke
Brown, accepted a plea bargain in a things. They came forward in a
theft case. and Brown was booted team meeting to bear the brunt of
· off the team for the 1999 season.
the financial retribution." ·
Washington has acknowledged
Neuheisel, however, said he was
the involvement of some football unable to detennine whether, or
players in the fraternity incidents. which, pl~ym might have been
Neuheisel advised the players late in involved in assaults.
May lo be accountable for their
"I have no knowledge of anyactions, and at a players-only meet- body who's gotten into an altercaing, the team announced it would tion," he said. "l don't think that's
pay $4,500 in restitution to the TKE clear at all.
house for damages that included
"Certainly there were others that
broken windows and casings and were involved in the events that
· imaged chairs.
were not players. That's what makes
~euheisel said a player is admin- it difficult to determine who it was.
istering. the fund, but he said he I really don't know who was

Carbondale

involved."
Police repons say "a large fight"
ensued when uninvited visitors
showed up at a p.:irty at the fraternity early on May 22, during which
part of the damage was caused. The
next morning, fraternity members
say, "10 or more" males broke into
the house and vand:llized it. When
some ·members confronted the
intn•ders, another disturbance
ensued.
·
"On the first evening, we were
faced with confusing and conflicting statements and couldn't proceed
on a charge," said Dan Donohoe,
spokesman for the prosecutor's
office. "On the second night, identification seemed to be a problem. No
one could identify who broke windows, and no one could identify
who assaulted fraternity members."
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CARYN McOANl-a/Daily"Eg}-prlan

GET PUMPED UP:

Eyed Marzouq, a graduate student in management systems engineering from Jordon, watches his form as he lifts weights at the Recreation Center Monday

afternoon.

tin
GEOFF TRUDEAU
DAILY l:GYl'TlAN REroRTER

he Bulls could 1101 do it;
Jordan left. The Yankees
never put five championships together in a row. The
Steelers tried, but could not manage, even wiih "The Emaculate
Reception."

T

But the SIUC swimming team has managed to string together five Missouri Valley
Conference titles in a row, and this .year
they look to make it six.
"Going after number six adds pressure.
Going after number seven adds even more
pressure," said Rick Walker, men's swim:ning and diving,coach.
'The challenge has to come from within;
that's the tough pan. We'd be disappointed
to be just fighting."
Walker has scoured the globe for this
year's recruits and welcomes back some

t

With combination of talented recruits
and experienced returnees, SIUC
swimming and diving team aims to
capture its sixth MVC title in a row

familiar faces. With the addition of Spain's freestyle. And Leal is a swimmer with great
Manuel Torres {backstroke), Brazil's impact on our team."
Walker, who earned MVC Coach of the
Danilo Luna (backstroke), and Greece's
George Oxinos (distance) the swim team Year honors last season, knows how tough
seems ready for a run at number one, again. it is to be on top.
Swimmers Chrysanthous PapachrysanUNLV transfer Joe Tidwell also joins the
thou, Herman Louw
team
bringing
breaststroke
and
and Nathan Stooke
one-meter experiall have been busy
representing their
ence.
respective countries
Returning from
in- hopes of competlast year's champiing internationally.
onship team are
Papachrysanthou
seniors
Jason
qualified for the
Corrigan, Gustavo
Cyprus
Olympic
Leal, Luke Wotruba
team and will comand sophomore Mau
- RICK WALKER pete at the 2000
Munz.
MEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING COACH Olympics in Sydney,
Scott Scofield,
Australia.
who did not swim
Louw. last year's Valley Swimmer of the
last year, also returns as middle-distance,
Year, will represent South Africa when he
freestyle and butterfly man.
"Corrigan is a tremendous asset to the competes in the Pan Pacific Games in
team," Walker said. "He was in the lop Sydney, Australia in August.
American Nathan St.,oke placed fifth in
three in the conference last year in the 50

' ' The challenge has to
come from within; that's the
tough part We'd be
disappointed to be just
fighting.

the 25K Open Water Swim in Honolulu,
Hawaii, qualifying him for the 1999 USA
Swimming 25K Open Water National
Championships in November.
The divers are also looking forward to
staning the season off on a good note.
Rhett Butler, Jake Sinclair and Randy
McPherson are all back for another year of
diving, and seem confident they can continue to impress.
Butler looks to follow up his success
from last year's season with another good
campaign this time around.
At the MVC championships last year
Butler took second in both the one-meter
and three-meter springboard events, helping to earn him all-conference status.
McPherson and Sinclair also hope to make
some noise along with their diving mate.
Last year McPherson took third place on
the three-meter springboard, and Sinclair
took fourth on the one-meter.
"All three divers did a tremendous job
for us last year," Walker said. "And we look
for them to head up our team this year."

_____
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Civic Center is the Place.to Meet and the Place to Socialize
The Crubondale Civic Center has
quickly become the place in Southern
Illinois to hold meetings and social
gatherings. The 8,000 square feet
Civic Center shows off its versatility
by hosting regular public meetings,
wedding reception~. banquets, private
panics, e:;positions, school dances,
church services, business meetings,
video conferences and mui·ic recitals.
The Carbondale City Council,
Carbondale Pl?nning Commission

and the Crubondale Park District hold
their regular meetings in the Civic
Center. lbe center's design allows for
the live television broadcast of these
meetings on CityVision 16.
Located adjacent 10 City Hall at
200 South Illinois Avenue, the Civic
Center will celebrate it~ third
anniversary in November. It
has contributed lo downtown
redevelopment by attracting
hundreds of people into the
downtown area for event~.
From the beginning. it ha.~
been the choice of newlyweds
lo celebrate their weddings
and wedding receptions that
dominate weekend usage. The
Civic Center has accommodat-

:. ~ *~~ft'J~~~p~tM'~AeS~~

quent with simple Jccoration designs.
One of the most surprising users
of the facility has.been area schools.
The Civic Center has hosted the high
school prom dances for Carbondale,
• Murph~1sboro, Cobden, Elverado,
\1enna. and Pinckneyville, the Carhondale Homecoming Dance, and
the graduation ceremonies for Elverado High School and Lincoln Middle
School.

Mill sueet Underpass Consuucuon Begins
The idc3 has been around Carbondale for da::idcs. D:lyte Moms h:id SIU buy land for
iL People lhought it was just one of those things tlut community leadcls ulkm about rut
llC\'CI' happened. and for 111311Y years, they were righL The idea. to cxtaxl Mill Stred east
beyond Illinois Avenue and under the Illinois Caitral luilro:ld tracks, would give the community relief from railroad blockages in the downtown area and close to SIU.
The Mill Stred Undcrpa'IS began its final phase of moving towards reality in June when
E. T. Simonds Construction Company of Oubondale began construction of the projecL
Even before the c=monial groundbreaking on June 22, evidence of construction was visible in the Mill S11m-lllinois Avcnue-W3'hington S!Jm area. The two-year construction
schedule will invoh-e work stretching from Thompson Street to Wall Street and from College S!Jm lo Grand Avenue.
During the summ:r and fall of 19')9, work will be focused on constructing the major
dr.iiruge system under the railniail tr:icks and easl 10 Wall Sired, rel=ting utilities, construction of the tempor.uy railroad tr:icks on the east side of the currenl tracks. cxca,'ll!ion of
the detention basins near Unin:nity Avenue and Mill Street and west of Thompson Str.:et.
andthem:onsuuctionofCollcgeSU'CCL
During the Year 2000 corutruction =n. the consuuction of the railroad bridge will
be the focu, of the conll'3Clor. Also, L'le widening of Univmity Avenue and Illinois A,-cnue
to provide for adJi1ional turning lanes, the reconstruction of Washington Sired, and the coni~~o!t:i.shington S!Jm will occu~r~._ _ _ _ _ ___,

~':::,~~~~•

2001, Mill Strcd from W:i."1ington Street to Illinois Avenue
and wider the railroad will be
con,1ruc1cd. The new undcrpas., L< !Chodulcd to be opened
in the summer of 2001.
The $7 .7 million con,
suuction projc..'I is being furxl!
cd hy the Federal llighw3y
Administration, lllinoes Commerce Cnmmis<ion, Illinois
0..1"'f1mcnt ofTran.sportation,
Illinois Ccntr3I Railroad,
Southern Illinois Uni1·crsity,
and the City of Carbondale.

Banquets accommodating several the events. The annual SIU Baseball
hundred people have bccri successful Fish Fry and Auction combines the
in the Civic Center, with the most services and space available at the
notable being the annual Chamber of Civic Center for a successful
Commerce Banquet, the WDBX fundraiser.
Valentine's Day Banquet, the 01an-·
The Civic Center J,~:; become
cellor's Dinner, and the Carbondale very popular with local businesses
- - - - - - fur employee meetings. Businesses such as Southern Illinois Healthcare, Wal- :\'fart,
First National Bank and Trust
Company, and Union
Planters Bank use the facility
regularly for both small and
large group training. Also,
service and sales businesses
that do nrJI have pennanent
physical locations use the
Civic Center meeting rooms
space in the Civic Center is
Con~entio; and.Tou~ism Bureau lea.wd on a regular basis for church ·
Auction and DanqueL Full catering services by a new church group in
services from private businesses Carbondale.
111e goal of the Civic Center's
1Jsing the Civic Center's kitchen facilities provide a wide selection of food design was to make the facility functional
and \'ersatile. From meetings of
that is av:iilable for there events.
The Annual Wine Expo and the a few people lo an eloquent banquet
for
500
and from a meeting of the
Carbondale Chamber of Commerce
Technology Expo utilize the Civic Ci:y Council to the high school prom
1fance,
the
Civic Center has proven to
Center for functions that require special needs for vendors participating in be the choice for business and plea-

· staff, led liy Civic Center Coordinator
Darren Steams, has the track reconl
of handling the special needs or banquets, receptions, conferences and
business meetings.
Civic Center reservations can be
ma~ ~y contacting Darren Steams,
Civic Center Coordinator al
(618)457-3209. For more informalion about the Civic Center, log on lo
the
City's
website
at
ci.carbondale.il.us.

NATIONAL NIGHT OUT
·Join The Fight Against Crime

11,is includes :111 0,1-site poster cur.lest. 11,cre will bc four different age
catccorics for the contest, with the
win~er of cach category receiving a
U.S. Savings Bond. Other g::mes for
the kids indudc a lhrce-lcggcd race,
water balloon toss :md egg relay.
Posters announcing National
Night Out will he placed at various
high visihility locations throughout
the citv. We asl; all our
Ncichho;hood Watch Captain, to
distribute door harigers to homes in

their neighborhoods announcing
National Night Out and then
r..:cognize our Watch Captains
with a small gift at the National
Night Out celebration.
l\lcGmff the Crime Dog,
Sparky the Fire Dog and Boo
Boo the Ambulance Bear will
all make appearances. Safety
Sam, our remote-controlled
police car, is always in attendrance and is a fa\'orit~ of lhc
younger kids. ll1e pcircc department. fire department and
ambulance ser\'icc will all ha\'\!
,·chicles on display including
the smoke house, D.A.R.E.
whicles and department vehicles. 1l1e police canines will be
on hand for demonstrations and
to meet the members of the
community, In addition to the
city displays we will have displays from businesses and organizations from the communitv
including the Womcn·s Center.
Allorney General's oflice, the 3ank
of Carbondal<', and Radin Shack.
Numerous door prizes will he giwn
away during the party.

Preservation News .....
Submitted by the Carbondale Presen·ation Commission
111c Car.iondalc Preservation Commission commemorated
Preservation Weck 1999 with a guided tour through Carbon•
dale's Northeast Neighborhood on Monday, May 17, 1999.
TI1e Preservation Commission would like lo thank the resident~ who panicip:ited and Mr. Hardin Davis for providing an
infonnative tour of the historic churches ancl the homes of
prominent community leaders within the neighborhood.
111c Preservation Commission is currently in the process
of establishing an inventory of brick sidewalks within the
City of Carbondale. Some of the first brick sidewalks in
Carbondale were installed around the Town Square in 1868.
In the late I 890s, brick sidewalks replaced earlier oak-plank
walks on many residential and commercial streets. Several
of these brick sidewalks still remain in the City's older
neighborhoods, however, they may not be noticeable due to
being overgrown with grass. If you arc aware of brick sidewalks within your neighborhood, the Preservation Commission encourages you to call the City of Carbondale Planning
Services Division at 457-3235 to heip identify their location. When you call, please provide the street name and an
approximate street address to helter ic!rntify the location of
the brick sidewalks.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FINANCING AVAILABLE
FOR FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS
If you want 10 p1 .~hase a home
in the City of Carbondale. the City
may be able io help you. The City
has worked with the Illinois Housing Development Authority 1,, provide l\lortgagc Credit Certificates
and lower interest loans fr.:,m M'1rt·
"age Revenue Bonds. Both tec!t~iqucs make housing for "first
tir.,e" homehuycrs more affordable.
To qualify, your income must meet

certain limits set by the Federal
covcrnmenl. AbCl. the home pur~hasc price can't exceed certain
limits. If you arc i11tercstcd in pursuing one of these two programs to
mak~ purchasing a home in the City
more affordable, contact a local
lending institution and ask about
the MCC or MRB program. You
can alsti ask local rcaltors about
these program,:.

REVOLVING LOAN FUND FOR BUSINESS
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If you have paid your Carbondale water bill on time every month for a period of iwo years at one
location, all you have lo do is ask and your deposit will be refunded.
City Job Announcements .ire advertised on City Vision-16 and on website W\VW.ci.carbondale.iL~~
Check it out!
rREE NOTARY SERVICE in the Cit}' Clerk's Office. If you have proper identification, your signature
will be notarized. Office hours are 8-12 & 1-5, Mond?Y through Friday.
/

:;:·~111 gmnL~ from the Illinois Depart•
menl of Commerce and Community

~!~~~~

1

1

~.1'.)~~

:~!\~i~~ ~17Jn~
can he used for 1hC establishment or
expansion of businesses within the
City of Carbondale. When the City
makes a loan from the CDAP Rcvolving Loan FunJ CRLF), it must do so in
conformity with Federal and State
laws and regulations. Lo~ns may be
made to for-prolit or not-for-prolit
businesses for lixed a\sels including
land, buildings, machinery and equipmcnt (including new construction or
renovation of facilities) and to pmvidc
working capital. Financing from inclividuals. financial institutions and/or
other public sources must account for
at least one-half of the project's funding. lnve,tmenls made into the bu,iness prior to the approval of the RLF
loan :ire not counted toward the pri-

c~~r;i:.01ht;f.Pllhlir fimmcing require•

is

· 111c purpose of the loon prui;r.un
to create jobs for low and mod.:rate in-

=tcflr~::h\~~~~n~r:L~t:~:
invested in a projCCL Also at leac;t 51%
of all jobs cre.itcd or retained as a resuit of a RLF loan must go Ill low or
moderate income persons.
The City has prepared a standard
loon application fonn. This form is to
be completed and the required attich•
mcnts prepared. Persons interested in
applying for a RLF loan ;ire encouraged to contict Community Service;
Director Don~!d l\lonty al City Hall
(200 S. Illinois Ave., (.549-5302) to receive additional informinion and a
loan application. Once the application
is submitted, it will be reviewed by
City st,lf and the Loan and Grant Review Board, and a decision will be
made on whether or not the loan can
be approved.

SUBSIDIZED CHILD CARE AVAILABLE
FOR WORKING PARENTS

The Illinois Department of Human Services is administering a
program lo provide child care support for working families. TI1ere is
an emphasis on providing subsidies
for child can. for working parents.
Under certain circumstances, persons in training programs may also
qualify for subsidized child care. If
the child is lo be eligible for subsidizcd .::~re, the parent(s) must also
meet ar. income eligibility test
base~. on tile size of the family.
Based on family size and income,
the Stal!!. requires the parents to
pay a colpayment for the child
care. An example would be a family of four persons with two chil-

dren enrolled for full-time day
care. If the family had S9.000 per
year in income, the co~payment
would total S7.00 per week for
both children. If the same family
had 520,000 per year income, the
co-payment would Iola! S3-t.OO per
week for both children.
There are now spaces available
for enrolling new children at the Eurma C. Hayes Child Care Center opcrated by the City of Carbondale for
this subsidized child care program.
Parents interested in enrolling their
~hildren should contact the Eurma
C. Hayes Child Care Center al 441
East Willow Street or by calling
457-3302.

CityVision 16 •Carbondale's Local Government Cable Channel
If you lh·e imiJc the CarhonJalc city
limits and suhscrihc to TCI Cahlcvision,
you might h3\'C happened upon CityVision 16, Carhondalc's local go,·emmcnt
cable channel. Channel surfers have
learned to siop on Channel 16 for their
update on go,·cmmental meeting,. news
hricfs. announcements and general information on local happenin!!S, city scn·iccs
and upcoming telecast".

Glcnnda Davis, the Deputy City
Clerk. is the 1Js'C hchinJ the governmental
hullctin hoard. Glcnnda spends a grc>t
deal of umc keeping the meeting schedules updated, adding local events sponsored oy the Park District and Public
Lihrary. announcing new or expanded
programs and ..-rviccs offen.-J by the vari-

<lcp:utmcnt'i and <li\'ision'i anJ
reminding rcsidcnh of local ordinance
requirements. A cha.racier generator. two

OU'i ci1y

(lf

CityVhion aho pm\·idi:s live h!k·ca\l'i
City Cou,1cil m(,.-cting'i on the lil'\t and

tl1inl Tuesdays or each month (although the

televisions and three VCR, arc locatcJ in
the City Clerk', Office. the "huh" of
CityVision activities.
A new feature 10 CityVision I<> has
h.-cn the addition of WSIU-FM as hackground to tile hullctin boarJ. National
Public Radio (NPR) newscasts. local new,
anJ a wide variety of musical program-

scl,cdulc will vary ~orncv,hJt t.luring the
summer). City Planning Commi\~ion meet-

ings and Carbondale Park District mec1ingl\. Three audim.-i"iual a\!i.i!rltanh (al\n
know as camera op1.-rators1 arc n.-quirro for
the broadca\ls. and tho\e pcr~ons are

selected upon application from city
cmpluyn.~.

10

Due 10 the tremendous interest in City

CityVision and has been a welcome
reprieve from the "dead air" or earlier
broadcasts. Sp1.-cial thank.s are extend.-J to
Broadcasting Service at Southern Illinois
University for its pcrmis<ion 10 rebroadcast WSIU-FM.

Council meetings. those mcctin,g\ arc

ming has offered a new dimension

rebroadcast on 1lmrsdays at noon and Sundays al I :00 p.m. Park District meeting,
arc also rebroadcast on the Thursday following the meetings al 7:00 p.m. Ai;ain.
Glennda Davis utilizes the charac'tcr gencr-

alor and VCRs in the
City Clerk's Office to
facilitate the rebroadcast or the meetings.
Copies of "idcolapcd
City Council meetings
arc also available
through the City Clerk's
OITice at $5 each.
Other special
events

have

been

hroadcl't live and
rchroadca,1 on CityVision 16. including City
Council candidate
forum•. Lincoln Mid•
die School graduation
ccrcmonic'i. and a wide variety of nc\.;;s

conferences. Recently. the City or Carbondale ho<led a Y2K conference which
was televised lh·e and rebroadcast later
for wider ,·iewing. Anyone interested in
televising an e,·ent being held in the Civic
Center should contact the City Manager's
Ollicc for further detail<.
Because of starling limitations and
franchise rc-quiremcnLs. CityVision cannot
be used as a local origination chann.:I. Use
or CityVi,ion i• limited lo the govcmmen-

la! units of the City of Carbondale, Carbondale Public Library. Carbondale Park District, Carbondale Elementary School District #95 and Carbondale High School District #165. In addition, no advertising is
acce)l(cd for CityVi,ion 16.
F=Jback from the public ha., indicatoo
that CityVi,ion 16 ha• been well received.
llowe\'cr, ,·iewer input, comment< and suggestions arc always wckome. If you have
input, please contact the City Oerk's Ollicc
al 457-328 I.

Councilman Brad Cole .

Deborah Walton McCoy has
takm en the duties of the
co:mru.ni ty Re lat ions

Officer.

Becky Rosenbeck is th'.? new
Secretary in the Finance
Department •

Jessir-a Hale is the·new
smiling face in the Water
and Parkin;J Office.

Tracy Hays MS joir.a:i the
team as Secretary in the
Divisien of P.iildin;J arrl
Neighborhood Services.

Michael Webb and Robert Burke
Support Workers.

=

the new Facility/Event

Randy Corey MS retiroo after 1r.orkin;J O\'& 21 years in th: Eblice Departrrent.
Jen Kluge 1r.orke:i in tre R:>lice ~ t for 27 years 'lild has
retired.
Tony McDaniel has retired after =rking 20 years in Inta Processing.

=

To all new employees: Welcome Aboard.
To all retirees: Thanks for the years of ~i!dicated service to the city of Carbondale. Enjoy your
well-dcsen·ed retirement.

As the newest member of the
city council. 1 ha,·e been spending
the past several weeks gelling
more acquainted with the daily operations of the city. To say the
least. 1 have been impressed by the
number and quality of services the
staff of our city government pro,·ides on an on going basis lo the
residents, vi~itors and patrons of
this commu:,1ty. l\ly lours of city
properties ha\'e taken me from the
wastewater treatment plants lo the
cemeteries. from the fire station~
to the maintenance facility. from
the police department to city
hall/civic center. After visiting ·
with many of the employees in
those different areas. I noticed one commonality: the positive and
customer-oriented attitude of the st:1ff.
Moving on from the physical components of the city. it has been a
truly educational experience to recei\'e the weekly staff reports and
inform:ttional updates regarding the numerous projects and happenings around Carbondale. I suppose that reading the miscellaneous reports is not required, but I ha\'e found them to be a valuable asset
when allempting to understand the subtle and not-so-subtle nuances
of city codes. development issues, legal matters and citizen concerns.
However. e,·cn with the stacks of reports and data. 1 am amazed at the
amount of information that is "out on the slrcets." yet unkliown to the
council. That's where good old-fashioned one-on-one contact with
people helps clear the air and gives important insight to everyday is•
sues and percep1ions.
The most humbling part of being on the council thus far has been
actually sitting at the council table during meetings and listening to
individual concerns aboul :ssucs that affect neighborhoods, businesses and lifestyles. Even though the issues may seem trivial to an out•
sider. each concern hJs vulidily and is part of the overall conglomerate of the community. Deciding which ,;de of an is~ue to agree with
is nol always easy: in fact. it is more often quite difficult. ,\s I try to
judge the pros and cons of any par1icul:1r agenda item, I keep fairness
and consistency in mind, and try lo put myself in the position of those
persons or organizations directly affected. So far, those dieiermining
factors ha,·e kept me al peace with my decisions. whether those decisions arc part of the winning majority or part of the losing minority
on a coundl vote.
The most exciting part of being on the council thus far has been
the <,pportunity to participate in city-v:ide activities and interact with
people at area events. Some that stand out in my mind arc: the
groundbreaking cerem,·ny for the Mill Stteel underpass. the weekend
of event$ for the Shawnee Hills Wi1;e Festival sponsored by C~rbondale Convention and Tourism Bureau, D.A.R.E. graduation ccr::monics at local grade schools, Youth Appreciation Day. and j11dginJ
the Great Cardboard Boat Regatta. 1 look forward to more of these
wonderful events and !o the chance to meet and know more people
from around southern Illinois who live, work and learn in Carbondale.
As for the council itself, 1 ha\'c a great deal of respect for each of
my fellow councilmcmbcrs. The cooperative spirit and camaraderie
among all of us is friendly and constructi\·e. 1 am very certain that
this council will be seen as credible. supporJi\•e and proactive for the
benefit of the enlire Carbondal_e community, as we begin the new academic year and move ahead toward progress and prosperity.
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By Cindy Nelson, Animal Comm/ Officer

If You tflust Leave Your Pet Behind·
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access to elevated spaces or
coun1crs. Leave familiar bedding and safe toys.
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•~~ ~hldtaiuld be nscha!ukd oranalkd If lhty b:n'flio ~ tocondact.

n

so they won't swing or fall.
Cover the cage with a thin
cloth or sheet to provide security and filtered light.

2. Don't confine dogs and cats

~

in the same space. Keep small
animals and birds safely caged.

NEVER LEAVEA DOG
TIED OUTSIDE!

PET PICS .•. We think it
3. Make sure your pets arc
wearing proper identification will be fun to see a picture of
_ YOUR pet. Send a picture and
(a co11ar and a tag)._
tel1 us about your pct. You might
4. Place a notice on your front even see ·your pet's picture in a
door advising what pets arc in future edition of The Commuthe house and where they arc nique. Here is the address: Cindy
located. Provide a telephone Nelson, Animal Control Officer,
number where you or a contact. P.O. Box 2047, Carbondale, IL
can be reached as wen as the 62902-2047.
I. Give your pet access to a name and
safe, secure room without win- number of
dows but with adequalc venti- your vet.
If you
lation, such as a bathroom.
Leave enough food for at least have a bird,
three days (ask your veterinari- ·1cave food
disan ahead of time what's best in
for your pct). A sufficient sup• pensers that ·
ply of water is critical. One an- regulate the
imal can easily drink several amount of
gallons of water a day when food and
under stress. Place water in supply excontainers that aren't easily tra water.
knocked over, and leave a Birds must
faucet dripping into a brithlub cat daily to This is Brianna Lynn White with her dog, ligger.
or sink with an open drain. If survive. Sc- ligger is a 10 year old miniature dachshund who
you expect nooding, provide cure cages is very protective of her small owner.
Leaving your pct at home
alone will place your animal at
greater risk for injury or loss,
so make every effort to take
your pct with you. If you have
no alternative but to leave your
pct behind, there arc some precautions you must take.

•~kdb,gs "hlcb cvuld bt mchedultd or analkd II Ibey b:n'f no busi:xss_ to conduct

, ,~~ }':ft~i:/~~t::
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RECAP OF COUNCIL ACTION

ORDINANCES

CITY OF CARBONDALE
200 S. Illinois Ave.
P.o. Box 2047
Carbondale, Illinois 62902-2047
618/ 549-5~02
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99.13

Adopting the FY 2000 Opcr~ting Budget

99-14

Adopting the Classifiation Plan and Non-Bargaining Unit r.iy Plan for FY 2000

4/20/99

99-15

Amending residency requirements to exempt Police Lieutenants and Fire Assistanl Chiefs

4/20/99

Neil Dillard, Mayor
Margaret Flanagan, Councilwoman
Michael Neill, Councilman
Larry Briggs, Cot•ncilman
Brad Cole, Coucilman

99-16

Amending lease Agreement between City am.I Spinnaker Electrical Tape Company and
consenting lo Spinnaker's assignment of lease to lnlertape Polymer G1oup, Inc.

5/4/99

99-17

Authorizirig Oty Manager to execute agreement wich Carbondale Business Development Corp.

5/4/99

99-16

Authorizing City Manager to execute agl'l.'ement wich Carbondale Convention & Tourism Bureau

5/4/99

99-19

Authorizing Oty Manager io execute agreement with Carbondale Main Stl'l.'et

5/4/99

Jeff Doherty, City Manager

99-20

Authorizing City Manager to exerute agreement wilh Carbondale Community Arts

5/4/99

99-21

Adopting labor agreement wich Plumber's Union for FY 2000

514199

99-22

Establishing •no parking" on Slriegel Road

99-23

Aut~orizing che execution of an annexation agreement with Ella Sweet

5/1B/99

99-24

Authorizing the exccuti~n of an annexation agreement with Wayne and Kathy Qualls

5/1B/99

99-25

Rezoning Kern & Shena Weshinskey's property from AG to RR on Boskydell Road

5/1B/99

99-26

Approving change of Sucet names from Twlnsbrook Blvd. and Ridgeview ln. to Pinewood Drive

5/18/99 -

99-27

Annexing Williams property at 1955 !"ew Era Road

5/16199

99-26

Auchorizing excculion of deed to IDOT for realignment and improvement of U.S. Roule 51

5/16199

99-29

Amending ch-! City L.Je to estJblish a, new zoning district entic:ro "Planned Airport District" (PAD)

611/99

99-30

Amending litle J of the City Code Relatro 10 Code of Elhics

611/99

(.)

Carbondale Communique' is written by the
City of Carbondale to provide residents and
businesses with municipal news.
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Virginia Edwards, Edilior
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DESCRIPTION

Staff Writers
Glennda Davis
Don Monty

99-:)1.

(.)

99-32

· Aulhorizing Cit} Manager to execuce a lease agreement with che Illinois Cenlral Management
Services for remodelinil at 606 E. College Screet
, .
Adopting Prevailing Wage Rates

4/20/99

514199

611/99
6/1/99

